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INTRODUCTION 

Hekate is one of the most enigmatic of Greek deities. 

The many aspects of her character lie so deep in obscurity that any 

clear-cut description of her is impossible, especially considering 

the meagre amounts of information that have survived concerning her. 

I was drawn to a discussion of her nature in early Greece 

by the fact that she vIaS hardly recognizable to me in the "Hymn to 

Hekate" of the Theogony, in the light of my former impressions of 

her. This difference was too striking to be neglected, and I deter

mined to look into the matter, in hopes of discovering whether this 

early picture was representative of the goddess at that time; ,,,hether, 

in archaic times, she really was the antithesis of what she later 

became in Greece. 

Archaeological evidence attests to the popularity she attained 

as a goddess of the common folk and reveals how widely her worship 

spread throughout Greece, the Aegean islands and Italy, as well as 

Asia Minor. However, it leaves us only a few clues as to the nature 

of her cult, and these are uncertain. In addition, literary evidence 

is scarce, particularly from before the fifth century, when vast 

differences from her 12.ter image may be observed in the character and 

bearing of the goddess, so vast indeed that the few instances of such 

evidence have been suspected of being interpolations. 

She had a part in almost no legends until the late classical 

and Hellenistic eras, when her character had taken on a more defined 
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shape, that of the mistress of ghosts, night-wanderer, patroness of 

witches and sorcerers. She was generally worshipped in close associa

tion with one of a number of other deities, in particular, Artemis, 

Apollo, Demeter/Kore and Hermes. These associations complicate, 

and even render impossible, efforts to isolate Hekate's own character 

and determine her own original or basic nature. 

My discussion of her is limited to the early stages of her 

worship in Greece, that is, until the fifth century. At what time 

she first appeared in Greece is still a matter of controversy, and 

this problem is explored in the first chapter. In the second and 

third chapters, my discussion will concern the representations of 

Hekate in the two major literary sources for her from before the fifth 

century,. the TheoSEEY of Hesiod and the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, after 

which I shall add some conclusions as to her nature in early Greece. 



CHAPTER ONE 

(i) HEKP~TE'S ORIGIN AND ENTRY INTO GREECE 

Hekate's original homeland, like so much else concerning her, 

is uncertain. It may be that she came originally from Greece, or that 

she entered the Hellenic world from a neighbouring land. The first 

theory is nm" generally regarded as untenable, for reasons outlined 

belO\\1, and is no longer held by scholars. The t,,,o most representative 

theories concerning the second possibility are those of LeHis Farnell 

and Theodor Kraus, separated in time by about sixty years. These 

I shall discuss in detail, Hith incidental references to other 

authorities Hhen their thoughts and theories elucidate a point in 

question. 

In the nineteenth _century, it vJaS thought by some (for instance 

Schoemann, Petersen, KHppen) that she Has a Hellenic deity, 
1 

m"ing 

mostly to the belief that her name viaS of Greek origin. Farnell con-

siders this theory to have been a slim possibility, even if she had 

lost her identity at an early time, and only regained her position during 

the archaic period. His -reasons for rej ecting this vie,,, stem from the 

general vagueness and uncertainty surrounding her in Greece. She is 

given a different lineage by different ancient authors; she appears in 

very few myths, so that her nature cannot be clearly determined; she is 

lS,~e L. Farnell, ~ult~_c::f the Greek States, vol. II, Oxford, 
1896, p. 501, note B. 

3 
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not the divine ancestor of a tribe. Also, her. character is quite 

unhellenic in its predilection for magic and evil. 

As a result, Farnell suggests that Hekate was originally a 

foreign goddess, even though it may be pointed out that she is kno~'m 

in extensive parts of the Greek lands - ill. Greece itself and also in 

Italy, Sicily, Asia Hinor and many islands of the Aegean Sea, where 

Greeks settled. Farnell, however, asserts that this in itself does 

not prove her Greekness, since other foreign divinities have managed 

to achieve wide recognition in Greece and its colonies. In contrast, 

'he notices that the worship of Hekate is significantly absent from the 

interior, more secluded areas bf Greece, such as Arcadia, where she 

has no part in the cuI t of Demeter Erin}~s and Despoina, although e1se-

where she is closely connected ~vith Demeter. 2 

In order to determine Hekate's route' into Greece, Farnell 

makes reference tp Various places in ~vhich her Horship is established, 

or ,,,here she aFpea:is in .local legend, or has similarities and connee tions 

,"ith other deities. 

2Farnell also states that she had no part in the E1eusinian 
legend, but unfortunately does not conUnue to explain himself. The 
sections on dekate in the Homeric BYmn to Demeter suggest that she had 
a minor role in the legend of the rape of Persephone, and in Cults_ 
vol. III, p. 135 he seems to say that her role in the Hymn is genuine, 
though unnecessary. Also, various ar t,vorks portray a goddess in connec
tion "lith this myth, who carries torches and is generally thought to be 
Hekate (see Hylonas, Eleusis, Princeton, 1961, p. 192, 212). Nilsson 
and Kraus consider that her role in this myth is genuine (Nilsson, I!Review' 
of T. Kraus' Hekate", AJA, vol. LXV, 1961, pp. 78-9). Also J. Humbert, 
in Home.r~., Hymnes, Paris, 1967, p" 56, note 2 rEmarks that "Ainsi se 
trouve jus tifie Ie role important que jouait Hecate dans les mys teres; 
a J.'avooos; de printemps, e'l_le prE!cedait Persephone, et la suivait au 
moment de la x&-&o6oS; d'automne." 



He begins by taking the example of a short quotation in 

Pausanias3 from Hesiod' s Catalogue of 1..Jomen, 4 in which Iphigeneia is 

transformed by Artemis into Hekate, This is the first mention of a 

connection (other than genealogical) between Hekate and Artemis in 

5 

Greek literature. The fact that Hekate is here equated with 1phigeneia 

implies that she may have been the goddess worshipped in the area of 

the Chersonese as the maiden goddess of the Tauri. 5 The passage on 

Hekate in Hesiod's Theogony6 which Farnell sees as an interpolation,7 

is evidence of the newrLess of the cult in Boeotia8 since it appears 

to be propaganda to popularize a newly introduced deity (Hekate), but 

in a form which is reminiscent of the "great goddess" type of deity, a 

form in which Hekate was not worshipped by the Greeks. Thus, by 

3pausanias, 1.43,1. 
T '-t, , , , 

oc6a OE .HaLooov TCOLllaaVTCI. EV KaTaAoYljl 
'I~LY€VELaV OUM aTCo~avs1v, yvw~Q OE 'ApT€~LOOf 

4Whether the .fataJogue of Women was written by Hesiod, and 
the date of the poem, are not known. Paus. 9,31,4. allows only the 
Works and Days to be originally Hesiod's, according to the Heliconian 
Boeotians. Certainly, some parts could not have been composed before 
the late seventh century, but the form and position of the poem follmv
ing the Theogony, is acceptable for Hesiod's time and style. See 
A. Lesky, A History of Greek Literature, London, 1966, p. 103 f. 

5HerodotusJ IV,103; - rather than Artemis, as is usually 
thought, although the t~vo goddesses are closely identified in this 
instance. 

6Hesiod, Theogony, vv. 411-452. 

7Farnell, Cult~, vol. II, p. 504. 

8See below pp. 14-17 for a different interpretation of these 
verses as evidence concerning the length of time that Hekate had been 
in Greece. 
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means of these early literary testimonies, Farnell locates a cult of 

Hekate (as Iphigeneia) in the Chersonese, and another in 

Boeotia at the time of Hesiod, which entered Greece from the north. 9 

In Thessaly, Farnell sees evidence of Hekate worship as well. 

This is mainly in connection with Artemis as she was worshipped at 

PheraelOandIolchus. Farnell links Artemis Pheraia with the Thracian 

goddess Bendis, whose worship included orgiastic rites, magic and 

superstition, much like that of Cybele. A Thessalian legend makes 

Hekate the daughter of Pheraia,ll who was exposed at the crossroads, 

but was rescued and raised by shepherds. Then at Iolchus, Artemis 

was worshipped as a sorceress goddess with evil magical power. Medea 

was c~nnected with this Artemis in Diodorus Siculus12 where she (Artemis) 

90ne must distinguish between the worship of Hekate as Farnell 
interprets it in the quotation from the Catalogue of Women, that is, as 
a maiden goddess, and her worship as depicted in the Theogony, as a 
"great goddess." He considers that this latter, from the mere fact 
that it comes from Boeotia, proves that she entered Greece from the 
north. He does not, however,· consider both passages to have been 
written by the sam~ author. (See Cults vol. II,p. 503.) 

10See Oxford Classical Dictionary, 2nd edition, Oxford, 1970, 
p. 812, s.v. Pherae, "A Temple, built in the sixth century but recon
structed in the fourth, may be that of Artemis Ennodia." 

11 
See schol. Lycophron 1180: ~EpaCav' 

~EpaCas, T~S ALdAou 6uyaTp6s Hal TOO AL~S 
, " ,", t, TPLOOOLS EppL~n, SounoAoL OE ~EpnTOS Eupa~EVOL 

tJ , _ , ,_, '" 

06EV EV TaL~ TPLOOOLS aUT~ Tas 6ucrLas EROLOUV. 

12Diodorus Siculus, 4.51. 

• EnaTn €TEpa' 
T£x6E"Ccra, E:V 
aUT·nv aVE6pE<\>av, 



is said to appear 
, ' , , , 
En~ 6paXOVTWV 0XOU~EVnV. But Medea is usually 

considered to be the priestess of Hekate. of whom this form of 

Artemis is very reminiscent and with whom perhaps she is identified. 

Farnell connects the reputation for evil and witchcraft that 

Thessaly later acquired with the popularity of Hekate in that area, 

provided of course that she did possess these elements of evil and 

magic within her original character,13 Again, this appearance of 

Hekate points in Farnell's mind to a northern origin for the 

goddess and entry into Greece from the north. 

In Aegina, Farnell finds a third testimony for the theory 

that Hekate came from the north. Her cult was known to exist in 

Aegina from the fifth century B.C. and it was considered that the 

Thracian Orpheus was the origina.l establisher of the annual n:AETrl 

to Hekate practised in the island. 14 Also, the Aeginetan leading 

family had very early connections "lith ·Phthia. One can see the 

possibilities here for a theory that the cult was originally from 

the north and vlaS brought south in early times. There is, however, 

some likelihood that the worship of Hekate was confused and combined 

l3T. Kraus, in Hekate, Heidelberg, 1960, suggests tha.t Hekate 
did not originally possess these characteristics in Asia Minor, but 
acquired them later, upon leaving her homeland, (s.ee below, p. 15). 

l4Pausanias II. 30, 2: 
6EmV 6~ AtYLv~TaL TL~ma~v 'Ex&Tnv ~&ALaTa 
xaL TEAETnv ayouaLv ava nav ~TO~ 'Ex&Tn~, 
• Opq>~a acpCa L TOV 8PGtxa XaTaaTrlaacr6a ~ Tnv 
TEAETnv AEYOVTE~. 

7 



with that of the Cretan Britomartis,15 whose cult was also early 

introduced into Aegina. 

Finally, the islands of the Thracian Sea, Samothrace in 

particular, are known to have been centres of a cult to Zerynthia, 

a goddess identified with Hekate,16 in connection with the Kabeiroil7 

or the Korybantes. 18 A rock altar to Hekate19 which dates from the 

sixth century B.C. is located in the Sanctuary of the Great Gods, 

where also the upper portion of a marble Hekataion of the fourth 

century B.C. has been found. The proximity of these islands to 

l5Et . Mag. 214.16, S.V. BpcTo~apTcs. 
Kat N€av~ns €V T~ npwT~ n€pL T€A€TWV ~nu\ xpnup6v 
~c't. ooSnvca on EX Tns ~nTpas Tns 'ExaTns Y€VV(Sl1€VOS, 

~€TauTnU€c TnS SaUcAE(as aUTov. r€VVn~€(uns as Tns 'ExaTns, TaS 
aupnapoJuas xopas T~ A€XO! avaSofiuaL, BpCTOV, TOUT~uTLV 
aya~6v. napa TOUTO on TO €n(~~€ypa wvo~au~aL TDV ~€OV. 

8 

l6Zerynthia was an epithet applied to only two Greek goddesses -
Hekate and Aphrodite - but it is not known to whom it was applied first. 
See Kraus, Hekate p. 66 f. The date vThen this cult began in Samothrace 
is unknmvIl. 

l7R. Pettazoni in "Le origini dei Kabiri nelle isole del mar 
tracio." Memorie della R. Accademia dei Lincei, as cited in A. B. Cook, 
Zeus II, Cambridge, 1914-1925, p. 314, believes that the cult of 
the Kabeiroi in the islands of the Thracian Sea can be divided into 
three stages of development. 1) In prehistory, the Thracian deities 
Dionysos-Sabazios with his Satyrs and Bendis-Hekate with her Maenads 
spread to Thasos, Imbros, Samothrace and Lemnos. 2) Phoenician mer
chants brought their OW:!:l Kabeiroi or Seven Great Ones, who served 
the eighth god, Esmun, who became identified with Dionysos. 
3) Hellenic settlers brought the cult of Demeter/Kore and Hades, and 
all these cults were synthesized into the cult of the Kabeiroi in 
these islands. 

l8§ee schol. Aristophanes, Peace, v. 277: 
EV Tij Eacio~p1xD T~ TWV KopuSavTw~ ~v ~uuTnpLa Hat (T&) TnS 'ExaTns. 

19Karl Lehmann, ed., Samothrace, vol. IV, pt. 2, "The Altar 
Court," New York, 1960, p. 124, and notes 53 ff. 



Thrace makes the conclusion that the cult of Hekate spread to the 

islands from the mainland quite plausible, 20 

Farnell does not attempt to envisage a pathway leading from 

Hekate's Thracian homeland through northern Greece to Athens. He 

simply mentions some places in which Hekate was worshipped at an 

early period and notes that their geographical positions suggest 

that the goddess came to them from the north. 

He suggests that Hekate as the maiden goddess of Tauris was 

an attempt by the early Boeotians "to adapt a Greek myth to a new 

cult, and to discover the new goddess, who came from the north and 

who, perhaps through Medea, had some connexions with the Euxine, in 

the local Artemis-Iphigeneia of Aulis and Tauris.,,21 Her relation to 

9 

Artemis is very close here, as in Thessaly~ where she is the daughter 

of Artemis in Pherae, and probably the equivalent of Artemis in 

Iolchus, judging from Artemis' characteristics there. 

Artemis in Thessaly is equated with the Thracian goddess 

Bendis, who in turn is closely related to Cybele, whose worship 

. 1 d . t" d . 22 J.nc u es orgJ.as J.C rJ. tes an mag]_c. These characteristics of the 

20In Samothrace, Hekate was identified with the Thracian 
goddess who was worshipped in the island before her, but who was 
not, according to Kraus, Bendis. See Hekate, p. 76; cf. Pettazoni 
above, note 17. 

2lFarnell, Cults II, p. 503. 

22Farnell, Cult~ II, p. 474. 



Thessalian Artemis render her very similar to the form of 

Hekate which is frequently grouped with Bendis and Cybele 

as a chthonic goddess worshipped in this fashion and connected with 

magic and superstition. 

Hence, sinister characteristics do appear in the northern 

Hekate, in her possible identification or close connection with the 

Taurian Artemis and with the Thessalian Artemis and Bendis; in her 

association with the Kabeiroi and the Korybantes in Samothrace, and 

with Orpheus in Aegina. All these connections imply that her worship 

was orgiastic in form and involved the practice of magic. 

This is the extent of Farnell's evidence in Greece for Thrace 

as the original homeland of Hekate. 23 He now tackles the problem of 

explaining the wide-spread worship of her in Asia Ninor. He says:-

"if Thrace had been its [the worship of Hekate's] original home we 

should expect it to have crossed the Hellespont as naturally as it 

tr~velled southwards into Greece,,24 and he lists numerous areas in 

Asia Ninor where Hekate is known to have been worshipped. 25 

He suggests, in addition, that the goddess may have travelled 

by sea across the Aegean from the Greek mainland to the coast of Asia 

Ninor. He chooses the example of Hekate's presence at Ephesus, in 

23Kraus, Hekate, p. 74, mentions the early connection between 
Athens and Abdera, where Hekate appears on silver coins in the fifth 
century B.C. and was probably adopted as a state goddess about 
430/29 for political reasons. This goddess of Abdera was equal to 
the Athenian Hekate for as long as trade between the two cities 
persisted. 

24Farnell, Cults II, p. 505. 

10 

25Namely "in the Troad, in Paphlagonia, Galatia, Lydia, Caria, 
Lycia, Pamphilia." Farnell, Cults II, p. 505. 



connection with the worship of Artemis, making mention of a legend 

in which the wife of Ephesus was metamorphosed into a dog by Artemis 

as a punishment for receiving her unhospitably, and later, upon being 

changed back, hanged herself. Artemis then revived her in the form 

of Hekate. 26 At this period, Artemis and Hekate were so closely 

associated that Hekate was likely to be found wherever Artemis was 

worshipped. 

To continue, Farnell takes note of the abundance of evidence 

of Hekate worship in Caria and mentions her position there as a 

"great goddess" figure, the wife of Zeus Panamerios. 27 He also 

suggests that the rites of the festival of the key in Lagina had a 

chthonic nature28 as comparisons between this festival and the 

mysteries of Cybele in other parts of Asia Minor seem to show. 

Hence, no.t only does Farnell connect and equate Hekate with 

11 

Artemis, Britomartis and Bendis, but also with Cybele, and he comes to 

the conclusion that Hekate "b~longs to that circle of Phrygian-

Thracian cults of which the chief figure is an earth goddess and 

the orgiastic ritual a marked characteristic.,,29 

26Farnell cites Eustathius, Hom. Od., p. 1714.41 in Cults II, 
p. 597. 

27 C.I.C. 2715, a late inscription from Stratonikeia: 
TWV ~€yCcrTWV ~€WV ~~O~ TOO rravn~€pCOU xaL 'ExaTn~ 

28Farnell, Cults II, p. 506. 

29Farnell, Cults II, p. 507. 
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This theory that Farnell puts forth concerning the origin 

and. spread of the worship of Hekate is of considerable interest and 

merit, although it is probably no longer tenable. He believes that 

the cult spread southwestward into Greece and southeastward into 

Asia Minor from Thrace at some time during the archaic period of 

Greece. It became established in Greece by the sixth century at 

least, and has been found to exist in Asia Minor at about the same time, 

notably at Miletus. 30 However, an important point to keep in mind is 

that most of the evidence for Hekate's worship in Asia Minor comes 

from post-classical times. Thus, Farnell's suggestion that the cult 

could have travelled from Greece across the southern Aegean Sea to 

Asia Minor is worth noting. Indeed, evidence of Hekate's presence 

has been found on several southern Aegean islands
3l 

which fonn a rough, 

incomplete path between Attica and Caria. References to Hekate in 

Asia Minor often mark her functions as similar to some of her duties 

in Greece. She is a light-bearing deity in Stratonikeia, in Cilicia, 

in Lampsacus, in Miletus and in Rhodes ,32 and she guards doors and 

gates in Ephesus and Aphrodisias, in Caria. 33 As previously mentioned~ 

30See below, page 19. 

3lAegina, Delos, Thera, Samos, Cos, and Rhodes. No evidence 
exists to prove her presence on these islands prior to the fifth 
century B.C. But also, there is no particular reason to suppose 
that the cult travelled from Greece to Asia Minor, and not the other 
way around. 

32Stratonikeia: C.LG. 2720 and Kraus, Hekate, plate I,il. 
Cilicia: JHS, 1890, p. 252. 
Lampsacus: Kraus, Hekate, plate I,i. 
Miletus: Milet III, 392 Nr. 172 cited in Kraus, Hekate, p. 11. 
Rhodes: I.G., ins. i, no. 914. 

33Ephesus: Pliny, N.H., 36.32. 
Aphrodisias: C.I.G. 2796. 
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Farnell considers that the festival of the key, held in her honour 

at Lagina, was chthonic in nature and to do with her role in the 

underworld. 

Nevertheless, despite these testimonies, this theory has 

definite loopholes. The most obvious one is that, although Farnell 

makes a point of showing how Hekate brought her tendencies toward 

evil, magic and witchcraft with her from Thrace and then increased 

their power in Thessaly, he can find almost no evidence of the darker 

side of her character in Asia Minor. His one example is the festival 

of the key in Caria, but even here the actual nature of the rites is 

not known and can only be conjectured to have been chthonic. 34 

In fact, most of Hekate's known functions in Asia Minor are 

quite beneficial, being centred around her duty as a gate-keeper for 

towns and homes. In certain cases,35 Hekate is actually called 

l:wTE:Cpa, which would seem to indicate that her position as a goddess 

was anything but sinister in these lands. 

Recent scholarship has tended towards the belief that Hekate 

was indeed a foreign goddess, but that because of the abundance of 

evidence concerning her, particularly in the form of theophoric names, 

in Caria, she was a native of this land, rather than of Thrace. 

Exponents of this theory are M. P. Nilsson, M. West and most compre-

hensively, T. Kraus. 

34S ee Kraus, Hekate, p. 48 f. 

35I . G., ins. i, no. 914, is an inscription for a rock throne 
on Rhodes, cited by A. B. Cook, Zeus, vol. I, p. 142: Eo~&~€vO~ t€P~ 
~WT€CpCi. TOVO€ &vr€~nxa] TO~ nCvaxa Eo[n]xw wwcr~6pw 'Evvo6[Ca]. 

I ••• • 



Kraus places the original homeland of Hekate in Caria because 

--of the very large number of instances of theophoric names testifying 

to the reverence paid to her in this area of Asia Minor, and because 

her chief sanctuary was at Lagina in this land. He considers that 

the cult is pre-Greek because Lagina is a foreign name and the city 

was not an important one in Greek times. 36 However, as to the 

character of this pre-Greek Hekate, nothing much is knmvn, since no 

enlightening evidence of the early cult has been found as yet, 

although as Kraus admits, the sanctuary at Lagina has not been 

sufficiently excavated. Nevertheless, some priestlists do exist and 

it appears that at Lagina, Hekate was served by eunuch priests, as 

were Cybele and the Ephesian Artemis. Kraus points to this as a sign 

of the foreign, eastern character of Hekate in Asia Ninor. 37 

Also in Lagina and in connection with the worship of Hekate, 

Kraus mentions the office of the XA€L6o~6po~ or key-bearer. 38 This 

position was held by a woman, perhaps the priest's daughter, who 

presumably carried a key, either real or symbolic, in the XA€L6o~ 

TtOllTtri, a festival which took place annually. Various scholars, 

____ inc.lud.ing _Farnell and_ Petersen, have conjectured that this festival 

is a witness to Hekate's function as a goddess of the dead and the 

--- -36Kraus, Hekate, p. 43. 

14 

37Kraus, Hekate, p. 47 f. cites inscriptions in LeBas-Waddington 
V. 519, Hatzfeld, BCH 44, 1920, 79 ff. Nr. lId. Nr. 16 referring to the 
fact that they were eunuchs. The functions of the priests and the 
nature of the rites they supervised are unknovlTI, and comparison with 
the cults of Cybele and Artemis should be guarded. 

38Kraus, Hekate, p. 48 f. 



underworld, in Asia Minor as in Greece. 39 

Kraus, however, is doubtful of these demonic interpretations, 

because the evidence for the office in art is late (not before the 

Hellenistic age) and therefore it is not certain how far back the 

history of the office went or what its real function was. It is 

possible to link this office vlith similar ones which occur in the 

worship of other Greek deities,40 and thus to conclude that the 

Asiatic Hekate received this custom from Greece, making it a fairly 

late addition to her worship. On the other hand, occurrences of 

XA€L6o~6pOL can be found in the Babylonian and Phoenician religions 

of the second millenium B.C. 41 Thus, the office may be an extremely 

old one. It need not have been chthonic in character. The key in 

15 

the Babylonian and Phoenician religions opened the door to heaven, 

-not to the underworld. 42 Presumably, the deity connected with the key 

in these cases was regarded as a door·-keeper, as Hekate was also. 

39E. Petersen, "Die dreigestaltige Hekate" II, AEM. 5, 1881, 
p. 65, since it was not available, was cited from Kraus, Hekate, p. 49. 
He considers that the key symbol was related to the legend that the 
Furies kept the key to Hades. 

4~raus, Hekat~, p. 50, note 238. 

v 41Kraus, Hekate, p. 50. In the Assyrian-Babylonian religion 
Samas opens the gate to heaven, as do the Phoenician deities Re~ef 
and Istar. 

42See also E. Neumann, The Great Mother, Ne\\T York, 1955, p. 170, 
where the key, while considered to be the symbol of the goddess of the 
way to Hades, is also the phallic symbol of male fertility which 
fecundates the female womb. Thus perhaps the festival ~\Tas a fertility 
rite, cf. Hekate as a goddess of fertility and birth in Greece, as 
early as Hesiod. 
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Kraus is in favour of a theory that the cult of Hekate could 

--have spread throughout Asia Minor and even travelled as far west as 

Greece in Mycenaean times. There are several facts which might 

support this theory. Miletus was colonized by Mycenaean settlers 

in the second millenium B.C. and was probably exposed to the culture 

and religion of Caria, just to the south. Hence the worship of Hekate 

could have been brought to the Milesian settlers, who then transported 

it back to Greece. Also, there was a Mycenaean settlement at Ugarit 

in Phoenicia where, as well as coming into contact with the Hittite 

and Hurrian godheads, the Greeks could have met with the Carian deity, 

since evidence exists of contact between these two societies (Syria 

and Caria) at the time. 43 

There is, in addition, a tradition that 1::he Carians spread 

out from the coast of Asia Minor, settling in the islands of the 

Aegean Sea
44 

and even in Greece itself. If this is true, however, it 

brings to mind the question of why Hekate had acquired so little solid 

Hellenic background by the time she began to appoear in Greek literature, 

genealogy and legend. 

Kraus cautiously cites the passage in Hesiod's Theogony as 

the earliest extant literary evidence for Hekate in Greece, but he 

._. ____ adds ~oy~!ully that there is yet a possibility tbat her name may appear 

in the Mycenaean Linear B tablets, as have the names of other Gr8ek 

deities. 4S He considers that, if genuine, the Theogony passage gives 

43Kraus, Hekate, p. 22, note 77 •. 

44This perhaps accounts for the oc-currence of theophoric names 
on such islands as Cos. 

l.SKraus, Hekate, p. 21. 



us a terminus ante quem for Hekate in Greece since:- "die Rolle, 

die sie bei Hesiod spielt, ist nur erkllirlich, wenn die G!)ttin 

schon betrlichtliche Zeit im Kulte fest verwurzelt war.,,46 He seems 

17 

to regard as fairly insignificant the fact that Homer does not mention 

Hekate, even though he does call Apollo "Hekatos." West has an 

explanation for this:- "she was always a goddess of private rather 

than public cult, and this is sufficient to account for her absence 

47 
from the Homeric pantheon." Kraus mentions in addition, that the 

appearance of Hekate in the Homeric H~n to Demeter also points to 

her early entry into Greece. 48 

In both these early literary references to Hekate in Greece 

the element of evil and magic, so familiar in the later Hekate, is 

completely absent. She is, in fact, quite benevolent in both 

instances. Also', in the oldest extant representation of Hekate in 

art,49 which reputedly comes from Athens, the goddess is unrecog-

nizab1e, because she lacks attributes of any kind. She is identified 

only by the inscription on the statuette: ArrON ANE8EKEN 8EKATEI. 

46 k Kraus, He ate, p. 21. 

47West~ Hesiod: Theogony, Oxford, 1966) p. 277, following 
F. Pfister, Philo1., vol. LXXXIV, 1928, p. 8. 

48Kraus' evidence for this very early entry of Hekate into 
Greece is quite slim, resting really on the hope that someday her 
name will turn up in the Linear B tablets. It cannot yet be proved 
that Hekate was ever known to the Achaeans in Asia Minor. 

49A terracotta statuette from the sixth century B.C., now in 
Berlin. See Farnell, Cults:II, p. 549, plate ~{~/IIIa. 
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In her seated position she is reminiscent of Cybele, but she cannot 

~b~~.connected with any particular function or character. Thus, all 

the early Greek evidence for Hekate (that is, before the fifth 

century B.C.) lacks reference to her later role as the evil sorceress 

and goddess of the dead. 

In Asia Minor as in Greece, Hekate was always associated with 

other deities. The fact that she has been so frequently confused and 

equated with so many others makes it particularly difficult to judge 

what her original character and function was. 

Kraus does not ~vish to equate Hekate with Cybele. He sees 

her as perhaps the Carian representation of the Itgreat mother" deity, 

of whom Cybele was the Phrygian counterpart. But the two goddesses 

always remained distinct and separate entities. Cybele's cult in 

Athens, which existed from the seventh century B.C., was the cult of 

the ~rrTllP ~puyCn, an epithet which served to distinguish Cybele from 

Demeter, with whom she was sometimes confused, but not equated. 

Hekate has a similar epithet in Kapc:t.'n SO which points to her original 

homeland, as does ~puyCn for Cybele. 

In worship, similarities occur in Asia Mi.nor bet~veen the 

Cybele cult and the cult of Hekate. These are, in particular, the 

custom of eunuch priests, and the occurrence of rock thrones dedicated 

to the goddess in question. Sl Two examples of such thrones occur in 

SOKraus, Hekate, p. 34, note 142, cites reference to Wunch, 
ARW.12, 1909, 10. 

51 These thrones may be associated with open air worship 
before a cult image. See Kraus, HekaL~, p. 28. The thrones themselves 
may be Hellenic or pre-Hellenic, but the inscriptions are from the 
Hellenistic era. See A. B. Cook, Zeus, I, p. 142. 
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the islands of Chalkeand Rhodes,52 in both cases accompanied by 

. . t' 53 h' h 'd' t h h d d' d 54 1nscr1p 10ns w lC ln lcae to w om t ey are e lcate • Kraus 

sees these as an authentic part of the worship of the Anatolian 

Hekate in her role as a guardian of the roads, which she seems to 

share with Zeus in this case, a role which is distinct and free from 

the influence of Cybele or any other deity. 

Kraus also holds that Hekate was closely connected with Apollo, 

and he points out various testimonies to this association. These, 

most of which come from Asia Minor, seem to indicate that the associa-

tion was centred around Hekate's role as a door and gate keeper. 

The round rock altar dedicated to Hekate in the sanctuary of 

Apollo Delphinios at Miletus is the oldest piece of archaeological 

evidence we possess attesting to the worship of Hekate.
55 

Here 

Hekate was an important deity, closely associated with Apollo, but it 

is not kno\\l11 in what capacity, As a possible answer, Kraus looks at 

52A. B. Cook, Zeus, vol. I, p. 141-2. 

53Chalke: I.G"ins. i, no. 
than the 3rd century B.C.) . 

958: ~~o~ 'ExaTT1[~]. (Not later 

Rhodes: I.G., ins. i, no. 914: Eu~a~€vo~ t€P~ LWT€CP~ 
Tovee: a.v[E~rpw,] TO;--:;CVCl.XCl. EU[rl]xtV rpw(Jrp6P~'Evvo6[Cq,]. (Not later 
than the 3rd century B.C.) . 

54The above thrones are dedicated to Hekate; those to 
Cybele are in Phrygia. See A. B. Cook, Zeus, I, p. 136 f. for a 
description of rock thrones dedicated to Cybele. 

55The inscription on the altar reads: 

Eb~pCI.~ .••.. 
. • Ae:w6C1.~CI.~ 
'Ova~o ltpuT[a] , , 
Ve:UOVTe:~ CI. -
V€~e:crCl.V 'In· 
xarll ~ 

The inscription is from the sixth century B.C., but the altar itself 
may be from the 7th century B.C. See Kraus, Hekat~, p. 1]; M. West, 
Hesiod: The~ony, p. 278. 



an altar dedicated to Hekate in the same sanctuary in 77/8 B.C., 

- --in which the devotee describes himself as TCpO\lOnOa~ Lfi~ 

otxooo~Ca~ TW\l LECxwv.56 Thus, he concludes that Apollo is in his 

capacity as "wall-builder ll here, and Hekate is associated with him 

as a "gate keeper." This is, of course, late, and may have nothing 

to do with the original association between the two deities or with 

the older altar. 

In connection with Hekate as gate keeper are objects called 

57 YUAAOC which are generally believed to have been stone cubes, 

possibly originally identified with the actual deity~ as Nilsson 

suggests with regard to Apollo Aguieus. 58 These were always offer-

ings connected with the threshhold or gate, and occur only in the 

worship of Hekate and the Didymean Apollo. 

Apollo as a door keeper remains until the time of Aristo

phanes59 when he is placed as rcpoTCuAa~.o~ before the doors of houses 

together with a hekataion representing 'Exchn TCpoTCuAaCa, but this 

function dies out for Apollo Aguieus, wher~as it remains as one of 

Hekate's most familiar functions. 

There are in addition some later pieces of archaeological 

evidence which link Apollo and Hekate. A Hellenistic tetradrachma 

56Kraus, Hekate, p. 11. 

57Kraus, Hekate, p. 12 f. 

58M• P. Nil~son, Griechische Feste, p. 168. 

591\ristophanes, Vespae, .v. 875. 
ru oeorcoL' ava~, YELLov 'Ayu~ED'Lou E~OU TCPO~Upou TCporcuAa~E. 

20 
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from Lampsacus60 shm'ls Priapus on one side,61 and on the other 

Apollo and a smaller figure of a goddessca~ying torches, flanked 

by lions. The goddess is conjectured to have been Hekate, but this 

cannot be proved for certain, since there are other torch-bearing 

goddesses. The fact that Priapus is represented on the other side 

seems to grant favour to the theory that the figure is of Hekate. 

The goddess with whom Hekate is most frequently compared and 

equated is Artemis. Artemis in Asia Minor is not usually the Olympian 

goddess, the virgin huntress, that she is in Greece. She is rather a 

62 
great mother figure, especially at Ephesus where she had a close 

relationship with Hekate, as discussed above. 63 

Hekate is thought to have had a lunar function at Stratonikeia, 

due to her representation on late Hellenistic coins from this city as 

having a half-moon around her head. Another possible reflection of 

this function appears in the inscription: 

60Imhoof-Blulller, Nomisma 8, 1913-14, Nr. 44, Taf. 28. 

61 'd Arteml oru.s 
(I.G. XII, 3,421,422) 
--, '.It, 

ITpLanLov HaL EHaT£ou 

in the 
and an 
aUAri· 

third century connects Hekate with Priapus 
inscription from Tra11es reads: 
See ~arnell, Cults II, p. 600, note 17. 

62See E. Neumann, The Great Mother, Plate 35. 

63Pliny, N.H., 36.32, states that Hekate's image was in templo 
Dianaepost aedem at Ephesus. 



However, 

o<;,oocpopOS; means "torch-bearer" and altho~gh this may indicate a 

lunar function, it certainly does not prove it. 65 Both Hekate and 

Artemis are called torch- or light-bearers frequently in Asia Minor, 

. . d f' . . -. h h 66 b 1 sometlmes ln e lnlte connectlon Wlt t e moon, ut not a ways so. 

When the moon connection is certain, hmvever, the inscription is 

invariably late enough so that the association between Artemis, the 

Moon and Hekate could conceivably have been brought from Greece and 

been adopted by the Asian cult. 

Thus far, very little evidence has been uncovered which 

suggests that Hekate was originally a goddess of the dead and black 

magic in Asia Minor. Even her associations with other deities se~~ 

innocent of these tendencies. It i-s still unknown whether her rites 

were orgiastic, like those of Cybele, and certain facts do point to 

that possibility, but until this is proved, it is not a strong argu-

ment, especially in the face of the evidence that she was rather a 

67 
benevolent goddess, until fairly late in Asia Minor. 

64 C.I.G. 2720. 

65The carrying of torches (oaLoES;) might indicate a chthonic 
function (funeral torches) rather than a lunar one. Plutarch 2.789a 
uses the metaphor: En\ TnV 6ii6a npoE>..-&ELV, to come to the end of life. 
See Liddell & Scott, Greek-E~glish Lexicon, s.v.oats;. 

66E• L. Hicks, "Inscriptions from Eastern Cilicia", JHS, 1890, 
pp. 236-254. See especially p. 252: ErTE L:E>..nvcdnv, ErT'''ApTqav, 
ELTE CJE,oaLllOV IIupcpopov, E:V TP~OO<p filv CJESOllW-&'" 'Exchnv. 

67In Asia Minor, she had such epithets as: ll£yas;, ll£YLCJTOS;, 
€1[Lcpavns;, En~cpavE(JTaTn, CJwTECpa, See Kraus, Hekate, p. 43 f., and 
note 202. 
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If, as Farnell suggests, Hekate was an "earth-goddess with 

the usual interest that such a divinity always had in vegetation and 

nutrition, in wild and human life, but possessing also a certain 

attraction for the moon, and trailing with her a very pernicious 

- 68 
cloud of superstition and sorcery" when she entered Greece from her 

northern homeland, then it is strange that she did not trail her 

cloud of superstition and sorcery into Asia Minor as well. There is 

plenty of evidence of this aspect of-her in Greece, but no definite 

evidence of it can be found in Asia Minor, before syncretism of 

native Anatolian gods with Hellenic deities changed their original 

characters, in the Hellenistic and more so in the Roman eras. 

This seems to indicate that Farnell has misjudged in his 

attempt to discover Hekate's original homeland, by choosing the wrong 

aspect of her character to base his study on, namely her attraction 

to witchcraft in classical and post-dassical Greece. It seems more 

likely that Hekate's original character was innocent of these sinister 

elements, which she developed later due to an emphasis of some of her 

original characteristics to the detriment of others, according to 

the need of the land involved. 69 

70 There is no doubt that her entry into Thrace was early, but 

that the original Hekate was this Thracian one seems unlikely. What 

68Farnell, Cults II, p. 512. 

69M• P. Nilsson, in Geschichte der griech. ReI., Munich, 1941, 
-I~ p. 72S,.agrees with Farnell, that Hekate's attraction to witchcraft 
was with her when she came to Greece (but from Caria, rather than from 
Thrace) , as he believes that otherwise there would be no reason to 

____ . ___ -_ . .account£or the fact that she became a goddess of witchcraft and 
ghosts in Greece. However, as archaeological and literary sources 
do not provide evidence to hack up his contention, its validity may be 
questioned. 

70[raus, Hekate, pp. 64-77, 

23 
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little archaeological evidence there is for her in Thrace shows that 

h k . G 11 b h . 71 s e was- nown In reece as TN'e y t at tlme. 

The evidence so far points to the conclusion that Hekate 

travelled to Greece from Asia Minor where she was a benevolent goddess. 

In Greece, her early image was still a benevolent one, as shall be 

seen in the discussions of Hesiod's Theogony and the Homeric Hymn 

to Demeter below. It was only in the fifth century B.C. and after 

that time that she changed in nature and adopted new characteristics 

in Greece, which led finally to a complete metamorphosis of the 

72 goddess. 

7lSee above, note 23. 

72Kraus suggests that Hekate's association with witchcraft 
stems from her identification ~.,ith the Thessalian goddess, Enodia. 
However, although there are facts which suggest this, it is not 

-- __ possible to prove that Enodia was a goddess of witchcraft. 
See Hekate, pp. 77-83. 



CHAPTER I 

(ii) THE DERIVATION OF THE NAME "HEKATE" 

In connection with Hekate's origin, a short discussion of the 

various proposed derivations of her name is appropriate, although once again, 

the results so far have proved to be inconclusive. The naIlle "Hekate" may 

be either Hellenic or foreign in origin. 

If ' , ""1 11' h 1 'b 1 d' . 1 . 1t 1S r e en1C ~ t ere are severa POSS1 e erJ.vat1ons. These 

are 1) E:xcnov = one hundred. This is unlikely as there is no known associa-

tion of this word with the goddess; 2) E:X~V = willing. This also is 

unlikely as it is not a particular characteristic of Hekate to be willing2 

and there is no other connection; 3) E:xa~ = far, and other adjectives 

formed with this word.
3 

This latter is the IIlost likely choice due to the fact that E:XaTOS 

is an epithet applied to Apollo in Homer, and occasionally given to his 

sister Artemis later, 4 both of whom are connected !\lith Hekate in genealogy 

and worship. Since Artemis and Hekate are frequently equated 

lSee G.' Liddell & R. Scott, A Greek-EngliBh Lexicon, Oxford, 1968, 
S.v. 'ExaTn; R. Graves, Greek Myths, London, 1955, s.v. Hekate. 

2At least, not from the classical period onward. Prior to that 
Heka te does exhibit willingness, especially in the!!YE.:l1 to Demete~, but even 
here this is not Hekate's major characteristic, and it does not seem likely 
that it was important enough to be chosen as the basis of her name. 

3 bl " " , '1 d' n 1 ' These are nota y ExaTOS, ExaEpyn, EXaTnBoA0S an ExaTn~EAETns. 

They can be interpreted as meaning "far-off one", "worker from afar" and 
"far-darter', but the last two adjectives IIlay indicate the presence of 
weapons such as the arrow or the spear, and Hekate ~'iaS not known as a huntress 
or warrior goddess. See Farnell, Cults II, Ir. 501; A Fai:rbanks, .~_}:Iandboo~ 
,9f Greek Religion, New York, 1910, p. 360. I have not attempted a morpholo
gical study of Hekate's name, however I woule! like to draw' attention to the 
fact that although the letter T appears in the adjective of sxas (b<hos) 
this need not mean that ExaTnS6AOs and E:HaTnSEf.ETns necessarily also come 
from E:xas, although it is probable in this case that they do, 

4Aeschylus, Sup,Pliant Maidens, v. 676. See Farnell, Cults II, p. SOl. 

25 
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and their functions often overlap, it has been 

supposed that Hekate was originally a hypostasis of Artemis. 

A. Fairbanks suggests that "it is probable tha.t the older conception 

of Artemis divided when the goddess Has brought into relation with 

Apollo, that on the one hand the Olympian Artemis became the ideal 

of maidenhood in all its purity, that on the other hand \'leird and 

half magical rites gathered about an Artemis Hekate who came to be 

more and more a goddess of the night, of souls ymndering at night, 

,,5 f of all that was uncanny. Thus, Hekate became the other side 0 

Artemis after she became an Olympian and discarded some of her less 

acceptable characteristics. Yet this theory does not account for the 

goddess of Asia Hinor, '\<1110 was not ahvays equated ,,,ith Artemis. 6 

There is, hmvever) the not unli'kely possibility that the ,,,ord 

might not be of Greek origin at all. Hekate herself is considered to 

have been originally a foreign deity. Her name rllight just as ,,,ell 

have been foreign too, perhaps corrupted into the form 'Ey.aTn by the 

Greeks, in much the same way that the Hurrian HEPA[T] became "Hippa" 

in Greek and was connected ."ith the noun riHiOS;, as Kraus observes.7 

Hm"e7er, concerning Hekate' s name, it is virtually impossible 

to follow the word back to its etymological source, because we do not 

know from ."hich language it 'was draHn, and we are not even certain 

from Hha t IEmd Heka te origina ted. Thus, the Ylhole ques tioll of the 

derivation of Hekate's name is, for: all intents and purposes, still 

unsolved. 

5 A Handbook of Greek Religion, p. 361. 

68he was indeed Horshipped in associatioa "lith Artemis at 
Ephesus and elsel;vhere, but in Caria Khere her worship Has centred, she 
was a major goddess in her mm right, not associa,ted ~"ith, Ol~ sub
ordinated to, Artemis. 

7Kraus, Hekate, p. 16. 

I 
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CHAPTER II 

THE HESIODIC HEKATE 

(i) INTRODUCTION; HESIOD'S KNOWLEDGE OF HEKATE 

Literary evidence is notoriously lacking from the time when 

Hekate was in the process of entering Greece. In fact, she does 

not ever appear in a major role in literature, perhaps because she 

participates in so few myths. This is not to say, however, that she 

was not well known in Greece, for there is archaeological evidence 

to suggest that she ,vas already worshipped in Athens by the fifth 

I century B.C. 

There are three surviving pieces of literary evidence for 

Hekate from before the fifth century in Greece. The two more important 

ones have frequently been suspected of being interpolations or propa-

ganda designed to popularize the goddess, and the third is a short 

quotation in Pausanias, which dates from this period. 2 The earliest 

passage is also the longest and most detailed in its description of 

the character and functions of Hekate. This is the passage called 

the "Hymn to Hekate" which appears in vv. 404-452 of the Theogony of 

Hesiod, which may date as early as from the late eighth century B.C. 3 

lIn Athens was found the oldest representation of Hekate, a 
sixth century B.C. terracotta statuette portraying a single-formed, 
seated goddess, devoid of attributes, but possessing an identifying 
inscription. See Farnell, Cults II, p. 549, plate XXXVllIa. 

2This passage, Pausanias 1.43,1, is referred to, but not 
discusseq separately. 

3M. West, Hesiod: Theogony, pp. 40-48. 
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Hekate is represented here in a light very different from 

that in which she is usually seen. She is a beneficent deity who has 

no close affinities with BUY ~ods except Zeus. She is a goddess of 

the older generation, born of Titan parents. The passage describes 

the many TL~aC which Zeus lavished upon her after the fall of the 

Titans. These TL~aC are extremely wide-ranging, granting her a 

share of power in the sea, on land and in the sky4: 

Strangely, the one portion of the universe not mentioned by Hesiod is 

the underworld, uhere Hekate came to have her greatest influence in 

later times. 

Hesiod's Hekate is a goddess to be appealed to in prayer. 

Those who pray to her may achieve success easily ( p da, vv. 438, 443) 

if she chooses to bestow her goodwill, but she can as easily withhold 

her graces. She listens to many different sorts of men: kings in 

judgment (434); men in the assembly (430); soldiers preparing for 

28 

battle (433); contestants at the games (435); horsemen (439); fishermen 

(440); farmers (443); and as well she sees to the care of children, 

having been given the title of }{oupoTp6cpos; (450) by Zeus. 

4This may be interpreted as g~v~ng her, in effect, universal 
power, lifting her to the position of a "great goddess" figure, as 
O. Kern sees her, or it may mean that she performs her own duties 
within the provinces of the other gods, with their consent, as 
West regards her, . and as seems more likely. 
See O. Kern, Religion der Griechen, Berlin, 1963, p. 245 f. 

M. West, Hesiod: Theogony, p. 282. 

5H• G. Evelyn-Hhite's edition, following Goettling's order, 
v. 425,427. 



Hekate always works in harmony with and in subordination to 

Zeus. She might be worshipped in combination with Poseidon as a 

goddess generous to fishermen, or with Hermes as an increaser of 

the farmers' herds, but these associations are business relations 

which have no effect on Hekate herself. In fact, the very nature of 

her TL~aC forces her to encroach upon the provinces of other gods. 

This she does, however, always with their consent and with the 

approval of Zeus. She shows no connections with underworld deities 

at all in this passage, and her association with deities of light 

appears only vaguely, through her ancestry.6 

This, then, is the content of the passage. However, this 

particular section of the Theogony. has attracted much attention 

because not only is the content itself unusual, but the length of the 

passage for the praise of a goddess generally considered to be some-

what minor in importance, is unexpected and also, the style of this 

passage has been considered by some to be inferior to that of other 

parts of the Theogony. 

Until lately, the majority of scholars 7 tended to believe that 

29 

the Hekate passage was an interpolation, for the reasons outlined above. 

However, more recently, some critics8 have beg~n to doubt the validity 

of these older arguments and have advanced theories by which they have 

demonstrated that the passage might well have been authentic. Never the-

less, the theory of interpolation is still held and has been expounded 

~er mother·, Asteria, was a· lumina.ry goddess and the sister of 
Leto, whose daughter, Artemis, became a moon goddess. At this period, 
however, Artemis was a chaste huntress in Greece and the protectress 
of wild animals. Her associations with the moon were not yet developed 
see Farnell, Cults II, p. 509. Hesiod describes her only with the 
epithet, tOXEcnpav (v. 918), which connects her 1vith the hunt. 

7e •g . Heyne, Goettling, Schoemann, Farnell. 

8e . g • Mazon, Kern, Brown, West, Kraus. 



by such eminent modern scholars as Nilsson and Wilamovli tz. Also, 

several scholars of the nineteenth century, such as Gerhard and 

G. C. W. Warr, held the theory that the passage was partly authentic, 

but partly interpolated by a second author. This theory is still 

carried on by G. S. Kirk. 

30 

Presumably, those modern critics who believe that the Hekate 

passage was interpolated have the same reasons for their belief as did 

the nineteenth century scholars, for they do not state the reasons 

for their opinions. 

Wilamowitz9 states forcefully that Hesiod did not know of 

Hekate, yet he leaves this remark unqualified. III another work,lO 

he points out that no sound archaeological evidence for Hekate's 

presence in Boeotia has been discovered, and thus Hekate must not 

have been worshipped there. But Kernll dismisses this "argument from 

silence" by the observation that discoveries may yet still come. 

Nilssonl2 simply calls the passage an interpolation and continues o~ 

from there, obviously regarding the fact as self-evident. 

The older arguments on which one must assume that these 

scholars base their opinions have. been subj ec ted to thorough analysis 

recently, particularly by Hartin West,13 whose conclusion is that they 

9Der Glaube der Hellenen, Berlin, 1931, i. 172. 

IOPindaros, Berlin, 1966, S. 42, A. 2. 

l~Religion der Griechen, p. 245 f. 

12Geschichte der ~riechischeJ:? Religion, p. 722. 

13Hesiod: Tneogony, pp. 276-280. 



are not sufficiently strong to prove convincingly that the passage 

-was -not -composed by Heslod. His opinion is shared by other critics 

as well, for instance, Mazon, Kern and Brown, for the same and other 

reasons. 

The reasons for which the Hekate passage has been judged to 

be an interpolation can be listed as follows: 

1) the language - some of the words and phrases used in the section 

have been called unhesiodic. 

2) the style and the length - the style appears inferior to other 

sections of the poem, and the length is unusual for an Hesiodic 

digression. 

3) its expendability - this lengthy digJ;"ession can be removed from 

the text without leaving a trace of its existence. Was it not 

likely to have been inserted then? 

4) .the "Orphic element" .- certain words, as well as the unusual 

universality of Hekate's character create this suspicion of 

insertion by a follower of the Orphic cult. 

5) the historical possibility - was Hesiod actually likely to have 

_______ kp.9ym C?:L?-_ goddess resen:bl~?.s _lli~ H~kate? 

West analyzes all these arguments in his commentary on the passage 

in his editJ-on_():f: the Theogony. The argument!? concerning the supposed 

"Orphic element" in the passage are dealt with in a·separate section. 

Concerning the historical possibility of Hesiod lcnowing of Hekate, 

West goes to great trouble. His theory can, I think, be complemented 

by a discussion of Hazan's thoughts on the subject. 14 

l4p • Hazan, Hes~de) Paris) 1928, pp. 21-24. 
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West considers that the passage must have been composed by a 

devotee of some cult of Hekate which existed at the time in Boeotia~ 

due to the length and nature of the passage. If the goddess was the 

patron deity of the poet, her functions would become more universal 

in his eyes .15 The question is ~.vhether the poet/worshipper could 

have been Hesiod. West sets about to prove that he probably was. 

His theory is that Hesiod' s father brought knowledge of Hekate with 

him from Asia Minor. 

Kraus16 objects to this on two points. Firstly, Hesiod's 

father lived far removed from the Anatolian region of Hekate worship. 

Secondly, he considers that Hekate would have had to be fairly widely 

known in Boeotia to have been mentioned in the Theogony. 

West admits freely that Aeolian Cyme was north of the region 

where Hekate was worshipped in Asia Minor, but he points out that 

traders going from Miletus l7 to the new trading area of the Black Sea 

might spread her worship as they went~ and Cyme was on their route. 

Thus it was possible that Hesiod 1 s father~ also a trader,18 knew of 

Hekate and brought this knowledge with him ,,,hen he came to Ascra. 

This in itself does not necessarily mean that he was the first to bring 

Hekate to Boeotia. It simply makes it more likely that Hesiod kne"(07 of 

l5west, Hesiod: Theogony, p. 277. 

l6Kraus~ Hekate, p. 60 f. 

l7At Miletus, there was thought to have been an early cult of 
Hekate. See above, chapter 1, p. 19 .. 

l8Works and Days, v. 636 ff. 
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Hekate, whether from his father, or from SOTTle other source. 

--Mazon's~ suggestion -is that,as -long as it can-be established 

that a goddess such as the one described in the passage existed in 

Boeotia at the time of Hesiod, all the "unhesiodic" qualities of the 

passage can be overlooked. In his opinion, the Hekate that Hesiod 

knew is identifiable as the rrOTvCa 8npwv, the Lady of Wild Beasts, 

often equated with the Great Mother of Asia Minor and Crete. Archaeo-

logical evidence exists to prove that the Lady of Wild Beasts was 

known in Boeotia at the time of Hesiod. A painting on a Boeotian 

amphora of the eighth century B.c.l9 depicts a goddess standing with 

outstretched arms, surrounded by animals, birds and fish, which Mazon 

interprets as a representation of the threefold realm of pmver held 

by Hekate, as Hesiod portrays her. Kern and Charbonneaux also agree 

that-the painting represents Hekate, although Nilsson holds that it is 

Artemis. 20 

The Lady of Wild Beasts was worshipped in Crete and Asia Minor 

as ",-ell as in other parts of Greece, under many names, including 

Cybe1e, Britomartis, and Artemis. That she was called Hekate in 

Boeotia can be readily supposed, since Hekate was often equated "tvi th 

these goddesses. Thus, again it is possible to suppose that Hesiod 

knew of a Hekate similar to the goddess he portrayed. 

19Farnel1, Cults II, p. 522, plate XXIXa, from Eph. Arch. 1892, 
rrCv 10.1, p. 212. 

2°0. Kern, "Elfenbeinrelief aus Kleinasien" Ath.Mitt. ~, 1925, 
p. 157 ff. 

~ _ Charbonneaux, "Deux grandes fibules 
Louvrell Prehistoire I, 1932, p. 191 f. du 

Nilsson, Minoan-Mycenaean Religion, 
n. 86. 

geometriques du Musee 

2nd ed, Lund, 1950, p. 508,' 



Both West and Mazon, after establishing that Resiod could 

. have known of Rekate, conclude that Resiod was probably a worshipper 

of this Rekate at an unidentified shrine in Boeotia. 21 

210 . Kern, ReI. d. Gr., p. 245, also believes that there 
was a cult sanctuary to Rekate in Boeotia with which Resiod was 
familiar, but to the location of which he gives no clues. 
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CHAPTER II 

(ii) THE OCCASION OF THE THEOGONY; THE HE KATE SECTION'S PART 

Some critics think that the Hekate episode shows signs of 

being part of a cult hywn, reproduced in the body of the Theogony, 

either by an interpolator or by the author. This view is held by 

Kern,l Kraus~ and also by G. C. W. Warr,3 whose view will be dealt 

with below. Suffice it to say that his reasons for supposing these 

particular lines to be an authentic cult hymn to the exclusion of 

the rest of the passage are not convincing in the light of to-day's 

research. 

Kern, while defending the genuinity of the passage, thinks 

that" the outline of a ritual cult practice can be seen in vv. 416-18 

of the passage, suggesting that it was taken from a cult of Hekate 

which was located at a nearby shrine. He admits~ however, that no 

trace of the location or importance of the cult sanctuary has been 

uncovered. 

Kraus is more detailed in his discussion. He suggests that the 

section was composed by Hesiod to be recited in an unknown shrine to 

Hekate, but he doubts that it ,>las a recast cult hymn. He thinks that 

lRel. d. G~., p. 245 f. 

2Hekate, p. 63. 

3"The Hesiodic Hekate" C.R., 1895, pp. 390-93. 
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perhaps Hermes and Poseidon were also venerated at this shrine. The 

only shrine at which Hekate was known to have been connected with both 

these deities was at Eleusis, to the south of Boeotia, and no traces 

of the Boeotian shrine at which the hymn was to have been sung have 

been found, thus making it impossible to prove this point. 

There certainly seems to be a possibility that such a shrine 

or cult sanctuary did exist, and that Hesiod, or the author of the 

Hekate section in the Theogony, knew of it, and probably was a worshipper 

there, but lack of archaeological proof gives the interpretation of 

this passage as a cult hymn little weight. Also, the fact that Hesiod 

was a worshipper of Hekate does not necessarily mean that this section 

must be a reflection of the actual rites· of worship at her sanctuary. 

It may just indicate that he venerated Hekate above other, better 

documented deities. 

West's explanation for the occasion of the "Hymn to Hekate", 

indeed for the entire Theogony is different, being secular in nature, 

h 1 1 " 4 rat er tlan re 19~OUS. He sees the Hekate passage as part of the 

evidence that the Theogony was the poem which Hesiod recited at the 

funeral games of Amphidamas at Chalkis, as mentioned in the Works and 

pays.5 This is because the poem coincides in date (as he works it 

out) with the probable date of the Lelantine War (730-700 B. C.), in 

which Amphidamas was killed, according to Plutarch. 6 

He believes that the The~ is an older poem than the Works 

and Days because of what he considers to be an expansion ~n the latter 

4Hesiod: Theogony, pp. 43-46. 

~work8 and Days, vv. 654-59. 

~oralia, 153 f. 
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" 7 of the doctrine of the Ep~6£~, which could not have been so reduced 

in importance in the Theogony if the Theogony was later than the Work~ 

8 and Days. 

There are several sections in the Theogony which West regards 

as entered especially because of the occasion of the recitation. He 

mentions three: vv. 80 ff.; vv. 98 ff.; and the Hekate passage. In 

the first section, he sees the obvious praise of BCI,(J~Afj£~ as an 

indication that BCI,(J~Afj£S; were to be present among the audience for the 

recitation, considering his very low opinion of them in the Works and 

Days. The second passage seems to indicate a reference to the sorrow 

of a newly-suffered death, which the sons of Amphidamas would be 

experiencing at the time of the games at Chalkis. 

The enumeration of the various types of individuals who could 

expect the grace of Hekate is "lhat interests West about the Hekate 

passage. They are, for the most part, the types of men before whom 

Hesiod would be singing at Chalkis - kings, assemblymen, soldiers, 

in particular horsemen (the Lelantine Hal.' was a cavalry war), athletes, 

and sea-fishermen. Fel;v of these men would attend· a recitation of the 

TheogoEY at Ascra. 

Thus he concludes that the Theogony \Vas composed for recitation 

at the funeral games of Amphidamas at Chalkis and that the Hekate 

passage ,,,as designed to create a favourable impression in the minds 

7Theogony, v. 225; Works and Days~ vv. 11 ff. 

8Hesiod: Theogony, p. 44. 
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of Hesiod's judges. 9 

~""This -theory gives a logical,external reason for the inclusion 

of the Hekate passage in the poem, as well as an interesting way of 

explaining the unusually broad range of her favour. West does not 

believe that the Theogony was a religious incantation or that the 

Hekate episode was based on a cult hymn. lO His theory represents the 

"Hymn to Hekate" as an integral part of the unified whole of the 

Theogony, in contrast to those theories which would refer to it,as 

part of a cult hymn inserted or paraphrased into the poem. In such 

explanations, the passage is immediately set apart from the rest, and 

the possibility of its being an interpolation is left wide open. As 

well, lack of evidence, either archaeologi.cal or literary, for the 

existence and location of this nearby cult shrine, weakens the theory 

of a religious occasion for the poem considerably. 

9Nazon also imagines Hesiod as reciting the Theogony before 
judges at a festival rather than at a religious sanctuary, and sees in 
the Hekate passage a reference to this: "On entend ici la voix meme 
d'Hesiode, sur la place de Thespies, se flattant de conquerir la 
faveur de l'assembl~e et en m~me temps saluant d'un compliment les 
juges-rois qui l'~coutent." He'siode, p. 24. 



CHAPTER II 

(iii) THE HEKATE SECTION RELATED TO THE THEOGONY; 

A DISCUSSION OF STYLE 

Among those who consider Hesiod's account of Hekate to be 

. I 
genuine is Norman O. Brown, whose interpretation of Hesiod's 

Theogony grants the Hekate passage an important and necessary role 

in the development of the theme. Brown has searched for a unifying 

theme in Hesiod's work, and has built an elaborate plan of the struc-

ture and the meaning of the Theogony. He regards the form, the 

genealogical catalogue, as the only method Hesiod would have kno .. m to 

express the development of the universe from the beginning of time to 

the present, living as he did before the birth of philosophy in Greece. 

His central theme, according to Brown, was the nature of the 

divine cosmos, as seen through the history of the gods from the appear-

ance of Xaos; (which he translates as "Void") and raIa (Earth) to the 

final stage where Zeus rules over men and gods. This theme, however, 

is not complete in itself. It is closely allied with two secondary 

themes: the nature of the physical cosmos, and the nature of the human 

cosmos. 

IHesiod: Theogony, Ne\" York, 1953. 
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Beginning with the two ppwers, Earth and Void, Hesiod develops 

his universal power structure by "a process of proliferation stimulated 

by an immanent creative energy \vhich Hesiod calls Desire. ,,2 Each 

generation brings with it new aspects of divine pmver, the earlier 

generations showing a predominance of creations of a physical nature 

(for example, the children of Earth and Sky), and the later ones, 

especially the generation of Olympians, showing a predominance of 

creations of divinities whose powers are directed to the human cosmos 

(as can be seen in the characteristics of the Olympians and their off

spring). The human and the physical cosmoi are viewed through the 

growth and development of the divine cosmos. 

It is in the relationship of the divine with the human cosmos 

that Hekate has her part. She is one of a pair of intermediary powers 

(Prometheus being her counterpart) which forms the second of three 

legacies which the mortal world receives from the divine. The first 

is the legacy of the Children of Night and of Nereus (another similar 

pair), and the third is the dispensation of Zeus to mankind through 

his offspring. 

Hekate and Prometheus both hring good to mankind from the 

divine realm, but Prometheus does so without the consent of Zeus, and 

suffers punishment on account of his deeds. Hekate, on the other hand, 

always acts in accordance with the will of Zeus and thus becomes, by 

his dispensati_on, a goddess of wide-ranging power in his new regime. 

The two intermediary pow'ers are polarities, as are so many of 

2Brown , Hesiod: Theo~EY' p. 15. 
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the paired forces in Brown's scheme. Other examples may be seen in 

-the two primal pOTN"erS, Earth and Void, whose offspring never unite, 

but rather develop in two distinct and opposite directions, while the 

primal powers themselves represent the positive and negative forces 

in the universe. The genealogies of the Children of Night and of 

Nereus also illustrate this principle. Similar in structure, these 

sections describe the evil and the good forces of the divine which 

operate within the mortal world. 

Brown asserts that this polarity appears again in the treatment 

of the intermediary powers (the second legacy); that the attributes of 

the good daughters of Nereus can be recognized in Hekate, while Prometheus 

harbours attributes of the evil forces of the Children of Night within 

him. 

This is basically BrovlU' s interpretation of the structure and 

meaning of the Theogony as far as it pertains to Hekate. He looks at 

the question of interpolation and genuinity within the Theo~ in terms 

of what fits or does not fit into his theory of the structural system 

of the poem. Thus, he rejects the episode of Typhoeus the monster,3 

but since the Hekate passage can be satisfactorily accounted for, he 

regards it as genuine, although he admits the possibility of lesser 

interpolations of ,vords and phrases and the like, within the section. 

This method of determining the genuinity of questionable passages does 

perhaps, however, leave something to be desired, from an academic 

point of view. 

3Theogony, vv. 820-1022. 
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Whether, in addition, one can accurately impose such an 

elaborate and detailed structural system upon a poem of the antiquity 

and genre of the Theogony is a question worth considering. 4 Certainly, 

having done so, the problem of the necessity of including the Hekate 

episode is solved, and the genuinity of the section is rendered 

plausible. However, the Theogony is regarded by some critics as being 

very loosely structured, ~vith not much more than a vaguely discernible 

central theme, about which the episodes of the poem are stacked. 

G. S. Kirk in his article, "The Structure and Aim of the 

5 
Theogony" says of the structure of the Hesiodic poems: 

the s·tructural plan of each poem was loose and rather 

undisciplined, being often based on the exploitation 

of casual associations rather than on a principle 

of .strictly logical development. 6 

This is a rather less sympathetic approach to the structural pattern 

of the poem than that of Brovffi., and Kirk explains at length the reasons 

for his opinion. 

He regards the poem as an oraily composed song which occurred 

at a time in Boeotia when the oral tradition was dying out and songs 

were beginning to be sung more frequently by rhapsodes, professional 

4This has been done successfully with the Iliad of Homer, by 
C. H. Whitman, in Homer and the Heroic Tradition, Cambridge, Mass., 
1958, chap. XI, but the structure of the Theogony is a question disputed 
by many scholars. 

5Entretiens sur l'antiguite classique VII: Hesiode et son 
Influence, Geneva, 1960. 

6Kirk , "Structure " p. 71. . .. , 
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singers who memorized the traditional songs, but could not compose them. 

The content of the Theogony makes it possible to enlarge or 

cut down the length of the various episodes while still retaining the 

main line of action. Thus, the poet himself probably varied the poem 

greatly each time he recited it. But the rhapsodes who memorized it 

from him, having an imperfect understanding of metrical composition, 

may have unintentionally changed formulae, or as frequently happened, 

added their own phrases, which could be counted upon to be of inferior 

quality. 

In other words, the poem) as we have it, is not in the form in 

which it was originally conceived, but has been altered numerous times 

during recitation. The main line of action is probably still unchanged, 

but the quality of the poetry is inferior. 

Martin West inclines somewhat closer to Brown, in that he sees 

a logically devised pattern emerging from the construction of the poem. 7 

He believes, in addition, that' Hesiod actually wrote down or dictated 

8 the Theogony, and that the clumsiness of the style was due to the 

unaccustomed effort of written composition, rather than to a limited 

talent in the poetic art, on his part. West considers that, because of 

the highly personal tone of Hesiod's poem, it is unlikely that later 

transmission by rhapsodes was responsible for this clumsiness in the 

style. Rather, he explains this by suggesting that the Theogony was 

one of the earliest Greek poems to be committed to writing. 

With regard to the actual language, Kirk's purely stylistic 

7Hesiod: Th~, pp. 31-40. 

8Hesiod: Theogony, pp. 47 f. 
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and linguistic examination of the Theogony leads him to advise the 

removal of a large number of lines due to the so-called "anti-

traditional" character of their composition. He suggests that Hekate 

was mentioned in vv. 404-414, but that the rest of the passage should 

be discarded because of the post-Hesiodic distortions and innovations 

in the language. 

The genuinity of the Hekate episode is frequently questioned 

by exponents of the theory of a loosely constructed Theogony. Kirk 

refers to the passage as being "as bizarre in expression as it is 

surprising in content. ,,9 But West has reduced the "bizarre" stylistic 

objections which Kirk enumerates in the passage to one, and has even 

added one strange construction, which Kirk overlooked as well,IO 

concluding that two unusual phrases cannot alone condemn a passage as 

long as the Hekate .episode. This indeed seems well said. West's 

opinion of analyses of the passage like that of Kirk, is that: 

The assumption seems to be that if a poet is 

famous, he never says anything strange or 

unparalleled; that even if he is an unskilled 

amateur, burdened with the unfamiliar technique 

of written composition and struggling to say 

things that had never been said before, his 

expression will never be strained or aWIDvard 

a J"Structure " . .. , p. 80. 



if his name is Hesiod, only if he is a 

nameless interpolator. ll 

West, then, wishes to grant Hesiod as much freedom in composition as 

can possibly be accorded to him, considering his historical position 

in literature. He believes the Hekate passage to be genuine, not 

only from a standpoint of language and style, but also from a con-

sideration of the life and background of the poet, and the evidence 

extant concerning the goddess at the time, and as well, because of 

the lack of evidence for interpolation. 12 

llWest, Hesiod: Theogony, p. 278. 

l2Hesiod: Theog~~, pp. 277-80. There is only one question, 
concerning West's interpretation of the Theogony as a ~lritten piece 
of work, ~lhich comes to mind. If the style of the poem was clumsy 
and unpolished originally, due to the unaccustomed effort of writing 
it down (or dictating it), hm., likely is it that Hesiod would have 
won the prize, as he says he did, at the games of Amphidamas? Of 
course, there is no definite answer to this query - it may still 
have been the best entry. But it is a thought. 
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CHAPTER II 

(iv) THE HEKATE SECTION RELATED TO THE THEOGONY; 

HESIOD'S SOURCES 

As for the theme of the Theogony and the connection of the 

lesser myths with the main line of the plot, West and F. M. 

Cornfordl offer suggestions as well as Brown. Kirk is interested 

only in stylistic problems in the text, confining himself to the 

statement that the poems of Hesiod strike him as "rather amorphous 

aggregations.,,2 

West, Brown and Cornford are all of the opinion that Hesiod's 

m~terial was not original, but was inherited by him from ancient 

traditions which originated in the Near East in the third and second 

millerLia B. C. SimiL~.rities with Resiod' s Theo~ have been observed 

in the theogonies of the Babylonians, the Hittites (and Hurrians 3) and 

the Phoenicians of that era. 

lprincipium Sapientiae, Cambridge, 1952, chapters XI-XV. 

2G• S. Kirk, "Structure ... ", p. 71. 

3A race of people living in south--east Asia MLlOr between 
northern Syria and northern Mesopotamia. Their civilization flourished 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries B.C., after which time they 
were incorporated into the Hittite empire. Their in.fluence on Hittite 
mythology is noticeable in the Hurrian names and locations of the stories. 
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Cornford is interested in a comparison of the Theogony with 

-theogonic literature from the Babylonian civilization in particular, 

as is Brown. Since the time of their writings, however, further 

publications of newly translated Near Eastern texts have made it 

possible to compare the Theogony with the Hittite and Phoenician 

creation myths as well. 

Brown describes the material in the Theogony as arising from 

three different sources. The first is Homeric poetry,4 from which he 

believes that Hesiod drew his knowledge of the characteristics of the 

Olympians and the nature of the heavenly government under Zeus. The 

second is the local legends and current traditions in Greece, from 

47 

which Hesiod obtained the information for his versions of such stories 

as the Prometheus myth, the Hekate episode, and Zeus' sojourn in Crete. S 

4In using Homer's poetry as a source for Hesiod's Theogony, 
Brmm must assume that Homer came some time before Hesiod, to allmv 
for Hesiod' s certain knmvledge of the poems (at least a generation). 
Brown specifically states that "In Homer, Hesiod found the names ... " 
(p. 36). This assumption is too easily made, for West argues that 
"until the latter part of the fourth century B.C. Hesiod's priority 
,vas widely accepted. We have seen ... that in the late fifth and early 
fourth centuries the earliest Greek poets are regularly named in a 
fixed order: Orpheus, Musaeus, Hesiod, Homer. The reason is presumably 
that t~~ _~~s held to be their chronological order." 
Hesiod: Theogony, p. 47. 

SCornford suggests that the Hesiodic rendering of the birth of 
Zeus and his concealment in a cave reflect part of the Cretan ,vorship 
of Zeus, who was to them a fertility god ,vho was reborn each year and 
whose functions in Greece were performed by Dionysus. 
Prin. SaE" pp. 215-217. 



The third source is the mythology of the Near East. 

·~rown emphasizes-the strong similarities which exist between 

various incidents in the Theog~EZ and in oriental cosmogonic myths, 

in particular, the mythology of the Babylonians, reputed to be the 

oldest of the Near Eastern sources and the most original. 6 He gives 

/ V 
a lengthy resume of the Enuma Elis, the recently discovered Babylonian 

creation myth,7 which was read annually at the New Year Festival, in 

the temple of Marduk in Babylon. He then compares and contrasts the 

contents of the two legends and the modes of thought which can be 

recognized behind them: 

In Hesiod, as in the Enuma Elish, cosmic history 

begins with the predofltinance of powers of nature 

and ends in the organization of the cosmos as a 

monarchical state. Both dramatize the violent 

conflict between old and new in the cosmic 

process, and explain the cosmic state as growing 

out of this violent conflict and represe:J.ting 

6See West, Hesiod: Theogony, p. 29. "Of the three oriental 
. ___ V_~l:Q;lQJls __ ~ye hiive disC1,lssed.,._the Babylonian appears to be the oldest. 

There is evidence that it is also the most original. For, unlike 
the other versions, it is a reflection of national history." etc. 

7Cornford, Prin. Sap., p. 236, points out that the Enuma 
v 

Elis is, in fact, a hymn to Marduk, rather than a creation epic. 
It omits certain events in the older Sumerian version, iind makes 
Marduk the most important figure, the hero, of the poem. 
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the successful establishment of a monopoly of 

----vio1-ence; Zeus, like Marduk, combines authority 

and force. 8 

He finds the basic difference in the events of the two myths to be 

caused by the difference between the oriental and the Greek as regards 

the idea of government. 

Hesiod's contrast between the inadequate 

patriarchal authority of Sky and Cronus and 

the superior political order of Zeus leads 

him to formulate a problem in the nature of 

state-organization which is beyond the ken 

of the Nesopotamian outlook. The patriarchal 

authority of Sky and Cronus is condemned as 

repressive; Zeus' political order permits the 

creative potentialities of the universe to 

actualize themselves. Thus while the Enuma Elish 

sees only cre~tivity in state-organization, 

Hesiod sees also its repressive side and demands 

an order which y~rmits free development. 9 

49 

The difference betwe.en the Babylonian and the Greek mode of thought 

lies in the principle of creativity. The orie.ntal mind sees a conflict 

only between creativity and inertia, while the Greek sees the conflict 

between creativity and order, and symbolizes it by the recurring 

8Brown, Hesiod: Theogony, p. 41. 

9Brmvu , Hesiod:-.!heogony, p.43. 
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attempts of 110ther Earth to overthrow the male symbol of order. Where, 

v 
----~n the Enuma Elis, -the primal powers are removed by force so -that a 

new order may be established, Zeus creates a new order by incorporating 

the old powers into his new regime, thus refraining from doing violence 

to the principle of creativity. 

Brown finds that the Theogony is a very early reflection of 

the Greek idea of government - less power in the hands of one individual 

and more personal freedom - which ultimately led to the adoption of 

democracy as their form of government and to the traditional distrust 

of monarchy displayed by the Greeks. 

CorniordlO compares the Enuma Eli~ >"ith the Theogony, or to 

be more accurate, the Hymn to Marduk with the Hymn to Zeus, >"hich is 

how he interprets the main body of each poem. His examination of the 

poems is more precise than Brown's, for he analyzes them event by 

event. He concludes from this analysis that -mos t certainly Hesiod' s 

Theogony is the descendant of ,the Babylonian Enuma Eli~ll and that 

probably other ancient creation myths may be found, in the future, to 

be interrelated also. 

Since West's work is more recent than that of these two authors, 

he has had access to more recent material, with respect to Near Eastern 

cosmogonical literature. He outlines the myths of ' the Hittites and 

Hurrians, the Babylonians and the Phoenicians. He finds that the 

connections which Cornford conjectured to have existed between the 

lOp' S h ",1 rln. ap., c apter AV. 

11 
P. 248 f.: 
ilIn spite of discrepancies, it is perhaps sufficiently clear 

that Hesiod' s cosmogonical myth is derived ultimately from the Babylonian. 
The discrepancies are less striking than the coincidences, and less than 
we might expect when we consider that the story reached Hesiod in frag
ments detached from the ritual which explained it and gave it coherence." 

McMASTER UNIVERSlTY LIBRARY. 
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cr t · th f' . t ' '1' t' 12 d . d h t ea lon my S 0 varlOUS anClen ClVl lza lons 0 eXlst, an t a 

-it-is quite probable that the Near Eastern creation myths, which are 

themselves closely interrelated, were knovffi in Greece before the time 

of the Trojan War, and that they formed the basis upon which Hesiod 

13 founded the Theogony. 

The main line of action in the Theogony, the succession myth 

or the hymn to Zeus,14 has been established, and Brown has connected 

the Hekate episode to this main plot. West does not, in general, 

discuss the minor myths and digressions separately in the introduction. 

His interest is in the central plot of the succession. One exception 

to this is the Hekate episode. Nevertheless, this fits into a pattern 

whereby, looking at the Theogony from an historical point of view, 

more externally than internally, he finds explanations from history, 

from the rituals and cults of the time and place, to account for the 

inclusion of digressions, . such a.s the Hekate and the Prometheus episodes. 

12_ although he, in fact, mentioned the Cretan civilization, 
rather than those of the Hittites and Phoenicians. 

l3See Appendix B for an outline of this material. 

14west considers the "succession myth" to be the central plot, 
Zeus being the most important, but not necessarily the central figure 
in the myth. He is simply the last and greatest in the line of 
succession. Cornford believes that the Theogony i~ a h~nn to Zeus, 
preceded by a short cosmogony. He, therefore, incorporates the 
succession myth from the marriage of Ouranos and Gaia into a biography 
of Zeus. Zeus, then, is the protagonist and central figure of the 
The~ony, which was composed to praise him. 
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Cornford places the I-lekate episode in the fifth of seven 

chapter divisions which he sees in the biography of Zeus, from his 

birth to the end of the Theogony. This fifth section deals with the 

allotment of power after Zeus has secured supreme power. Cornford 

lists three of these 6acr~oC, the allotment of the sacred oath to 

Styx, the provinces given to Hekate and the division of the elements 

among Zeus, Hades and Poseidon. 

And so we discover that, in several different scholars' 

interpretations of the Theogony as regards occasion, plot and structure, 

there is a place for the Hekate episode. Their reasons for including 

her have all been different, and Cornford at least is still doubtful 

of the genuinity of the passage,lS but nevertheless, the passage does 

not appear to have been forcibly inserted into the Theo~, but 

rather to fit into the action of the poem comJortably in all of these 

interpretations. 

l5prin . Sap., p. 221. 



CHAPTER II 

(v) THE THEORY OF PARTIAL INTEP~OLATION 

Another theory concerning the authenticity of the Hekate 

passage, one 'which is less popular now due to the difficulty of 

proving it, is that part was genuine, but that a second author 

added more material in an inferior style, with the purpose of 

creating propaganda for Hekate. One exponent of this theory was 

1 G. C. W. Warr, whose argument is based on a discussion of the 

passage by E. Gerhard. 2 Warr's vie,,] is that the "Hymn to Hekate" 

is a combination of two versions of an ancient local hymn, one of 

which was incorporated into the poem by the compiler (Warr does not 

refer to him as Hesiod) of the original Theogony,while the other 

d ft b th f ., 3 was annexe soon a er, y e process 0 contaullnatlO. 

Harr reconstructs w'hat he considers might have been the 

ancient hymn from which the "compiler" took his material for the 

section on Hek8.te, by deleting lines which he considers were added 

by the later interpolator. These he recognizes by linguistic and 

l"The Hesiodic Hekate", C.R., 1895. pp. 390-3. ---- '" 

2E• Gerhard, Zeitschrift fUr die Alterthumswissensc.haft, 
Darmstadt, 1852, pp. 97-111. 

3"Hesiodic Hekate", p. 390. 
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1 " . "d . 4 sty lStlC lna equacles. He begins the hymn with an introduction 

-(aeCow 'E}l{hnv ITepGn'Coa, ) suggested by Gerhard as a likely beginning 

for a hymn of this nature. His version looks like this: 

, p , • ~ • , , , $:.-
Zev~ Kpov~on~ T~~nGe ~upEV OE o~ a,YAa,a, uwpa, 

,,,- _,I ~ , ", 
}taL yap vuv, OTE noD TL~ EnLX~ov~WV av~pwnwv 

['I '" ] odGa, T a,napxovTa,~ 

Warr considers that from these nine lines come all that was 

the genuine passage on Hekate in the Theogony, except for the intro-

duction and genealogy (vv. 404-410). This is a drastic cut from ,,,hat 

survives and, as can be expec.ted, it is not altogether satisfactory. 

West, whose examination of the language in the Hekate section I con-

sider to be the most accurate, recognizes only two of Warr's 

____ ~ingu~sti~_o?j~ct~!:llls.~ These are ~q&AW~ napa,yCvETa~ in v. 429 and 

~ET' E}leCVTlV in v. 450. Of these two phrases, his reason for 

questioning the first is quite different from Wart's. He considers 

the phrase "unusualfl for Hesiod, whereas Warr calls napa,yCvETa,~ a 

ll-!'Hesiodic Hekatefl
, p. 390-1. 

5wa:cr's version is composed of 1) the introduction and the 
second half of v.4ll; 2) the first half of v. 411; 3) v. 412; 4) v. 427; 
5) v. 416; 6) v. 417; 7) v. 418; 8) an addition, bracketed, and the 
second half of v. 422; 9) the first half of v. 450. 

6west, Hesiod: Theogony, p. 279. 



account for these two phrases (not that it would account for them) 

:!-~ ppv~oll~J-:y llnjus tJLi.ed . ,,8 

~rk9is among those who still support a theory of partial 
- -

e§~~Hon ~r :!-n~~rpoJ-at~on in the Hekate passage, WHlJ.911t, llowever, 
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~p~tllJ-~t~n~ ~ r~lt~ious or~~in for the section. He calls th~ passage 

~~gr~~s~on. R~ accepts vv. g04~414 as the authentic portion 9f the 

passage, but rejects the -rest because it contains "anti-traditionalll 

language. His linguistic objections are, in fact, the specific ones 

10 
wll~~h West ~hallenges. 

The theory of partial interpolation must necessarily be based 

on linguistic arguments, for how else is it possible to choose which 

parts are authentic? West has effectively broken these arguments 

d9wn to the point where they are too weak to support this theory, 

which can therefore be dropped. 

7Warr , IIHesiodic Hekate", p. 391. 

9Res iod: Theogony, p. 279. Although Warr ~o~s not quite assume 
?n interpolation of 42 lines, and although West is referring in this 
quotation to Kirk, I think that Hest's opinion of this type" of drastic 
change from the extant version is operative here. 

9'The Structure and Aim of the Theogony' Hesiode et son 
Influence. Entretiens sur l"antiquite classiqye, tome VII, Geneva, 
1960~" 

lO~H=e=s=i_o~d=:~T~b_._eo~g_o_n~y, p. 279. 



CHAPTER II 

(vi) REFERENCES TO HEKATE'S LATER ASSOCIATIONS 

There has been among some critics a desire to see in the 

Hesiodic Hekate the early traces of her later characteristic associa-

tions with the moon and the underworld. Looking at the actual content 

of the passage, this idea takes a great deal of imagination. 

Farnell remarks that the interpolator of the Hekate passage 

must have deliberately disregarded the sinister aspects of Hekate's 

character and emphasized her beneficial points, for the sake of 

propaganda. He does, however, admit that she shows no signs of any 

association with th~ ~oon at this time. l Nilsson, too, believes that 

her connection with the underworld and magic came with Hekate to 

2 Greece, although it is not mentioned in the Theogony. 

The most enthusiastic exponent of hidden allusions to the moon 

and the underworld is ~.Jarr. He goes to great lengths to prove that the 

connection between Hekate and the moon can be seen in the Jheogony. 

Warr devises a complicated relationship through Perses, with 

the sun, and from there through Perseis, with the moon: 

IFarnell, C It IT 509 U s __ , p. . 

2Nilsson, "Revie~v of Kraus' Hekate", AJA, p. 79. 
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Perses or Perseus was the name of a sun-god, 

who was transformed into a hero when supplanted 

by the new cult of Helios. Perseis was the 

corresponding name for the moon regarded as the 

sun's daughter: Hekate was the epithet of the 

latter. When the moon was personified, like the 

sun, by name (Selene), 'Hekate' became the 

personal designation of a separate deity •••. 3 

This theory rests on a very shaky foundation. The family tree for 

Hekate, as Hesiod describes it, looks like this: 

COEUS & PHOEBE 
~/ 

LETO ASTERIA Crios & EURYBIA 

/ ~------~------,,~>~--~----
~RS~S PER~EIS & Helios PAiLAS AST~IOS 

r----------¥-r---t---HEKATE 

PASIPHAE CIRCE PERSES AEETES & Idyia 

~f-
MEDEA 
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Thus there are t~vo bearers of the name Perses in Hesiod' s genealogy for 

Hekate, one being her father, the son of Crios and Eurybia and brother 

to Perseis, who married Helios, and the other being the son of Perseis 

and Relios and cousin to Hekate. 

3"Hesiodic Rekate", p. 392. 
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Hesiod says nothing of Perses' (Hekate's father) duties as 

p ,Cl \. _ , 
a god, but only refers to him as ITEpanv ~ , o~ Ha~ naaL VETEnpEnev 

i.6voaUVlJaLv.4 He is connected with the sun in no way, except as 

his brother-in-law. 

The only connection which exists between Perses and the worship 

of the sun is drawn from a confusion between Perses the Titan, some-

times called Perseus, and Perseus the hero,S a confusion against which 

Rose6 warns. Besides the hero Perseus, there are two later Perses, 

one the son of Perseus the hero and Andromeda, who later became the 

founder of the Persian race, and the other, the brother of Aeetes. 

There are then two Perses in Hekate's genealogy, her father 

(according to Hesiod) a Titan, and her cousin, the son of Helios and 

Perseis, and a mortal. Warr refers to two sources, Diodorus Siculus IV, 

45, and the scholiast for Apollonius Rhodius, III, 200, which make 

Perses the son of Helios the father of Hekate, both having obtained 

their information from Dionysius of Miletus. It seems that the historian 

in question confused the cousin for the father of the goddess. 

Again, I can find no evidence that Perseis was ever a moon 

goddess. In fact, Warr resorts to transferring Perseis from the wife 

to the daughter of Relios in order that she fit his theory. Very little 

is said of Perseis7 apart from the facts that she married Helios, was a 

4Hesiod, Theogony, v. 377. 

SR. Graves, Greek 1:!Y_th~, 88 .. 6. 
W. S. Fox, ed., Mythology of All Races, vol. I, p. 37. 

6H. J. Rose, Handbook of Greek Religio~, p. 37. 

7Also called Perse by Homer, Od. X, 136. 
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daughter of Ocean, and the mother of Aeetes, Circe and Pasiphae. 8 

~--Warr is speaking-about the Hesiodic Hekate - the Hekate of 

the Theogony, and in the Theo~ her genealogical background is 

clearly laid out. It contains very little evidence, as I see it, of 

lunar connections. I explored this quite fully to see if what he pro-

posed had some basis but it does not seem to, thus I consider his 

proposal to be wrong in this case. Hesiod's genealogy in the Theogony 

is clear and in order to work out his theory he uses later evidence, 

which seems to me to have confused Hesiod's material. This is not 

valid for explaining the Hesiodic Hekate; perhaps for explaining a 

later conception of the goddess, but I think Hesiod gives enough material 

to work from in the Theogo~ as far as the genealogical background for 

his Hekate is concerned. I might have mentioned Artemis and Apollo as 

her cousins, but Farnell says quite firmly that Artemis did not have 

lunar associations at this time, and Wa.rr does not argue along these 

lines. 

There seems very little foundation indeed for this emphasis on 

Hekate's lunar connections at this time. In fact, it is very questionable 

whether she had a lunar aspect then. She is only clearly seen in connec-

tion with the moon in the age of the Attic dramatists of the fifth 

century. 

8pasiphae is considered to have been a name for the moon in Crete, 
and she is intimately connected with the ritual moon and sun worship, as 
a priestess of the moon, in that island. This connection, however, is 
sufficiently far removed from Hekate to be disregarded here. 



Warr is also convinced of the Hesiodic Hekate's association 

with the chthonic and infernal elements. He believes that Hekate was 

invoked as an intermediary for the infernal deities when propitiatory 

sacrifices were offered, thus: 

Yet her special participation in sacrificial 

offerings to 'the gods' must, surely, be 

explained in the sense that offerings "Y7ere 

made through her to greater deities, whose 

servant she was. Are not these the infernal 

deities to whom she is attached in the ~ 

[to Demeter]? 9 
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I do not think that this is at all necessarily so. There is no evidence 

in the Hesiodic passage to suggest that Rekate was a servant of infernal 

deities, especially considering the fact that her provinces were located 

in the sky, in the sea and on the earth, not under it. Neither is there 

any suggestion of a limitation to certain deities, but rather a sense of 

the universality of Hekate's provinces. Also, I find it hard to 

10 
imagine servitude as the duty of Hekate as Hesiod describes her. She 

11 works with other gods but not as a servant. 

9"Hesl' Odl' c H k t II 392 e a e , p. _ . The square brackets are mine. 

10Her role changes in this respect in the Homeric H~n to 
Demeter. 

llBrown has called her an intermediary b8tween the gods and ~en, 
which seems a more likely description of her role. 



CHAPTER II 

(vii) THE ORPHIC INFLUENCE ON THE HEKATE SECTION 

The passage on Hekate in Hesiod's Theogony has, in the past, 

frequently been thought to show Orphic influence. Hesiod, or more 

often the supposed interpolator of the passage, was thought to have 

been a follower of the Orphics,l and his Hekate was compared to the 

goddess of later Orphic writings, as for instance, the Orphic Hymn 

to Hekate, written in Asia Minor in the Roman Imperial Age. 2 

Before looking at the so-calle.d Orphic elements in the Hekate 

passage, a short synopsis of the areas of Orphism which are relevant 

to. the topic seems appropriate. The major question to be considered 

is: was the Orphic· sistem of religious belief developed at the time 

of the composition of the Jheogony, and if so, does the Hekate passage 

reflect its teachings? 

The sources which we possess for the Orphic theogony, which is 

of- inEerest to us in this -ccfnfext-;-are mainly from the Neo-P1atonists. 

However, W. K. C. Guthrie3 is of the opinion that these writings are 

lSee F. A. Paley, The Epics of Hesiod, London, 1861, p. 218. 

2See O.C.~., 2nd edition, p. 534, s.v. Hymns and p. 758 f., 
s.v. Orphic Literature; I. M. Linforth, The Arts of Or~eus, Berkeley, 
1941, pp. 182-189. 

3w. K. C. Guthrie, The Greeks and their Gods, London, 1950, 
chapter XI. 
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reminiscent of the fifth and sixth centuries B.C. in their thought, 

rather than being corrupted by the age in which they were written 

down. 4 Therefore, they can, he believes, be trusted to present a 

fairly genuine picture of Orphic thought. 

There is, however, some question as to whether an organized 
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body of Orphic religious literature ever existed at the time of Pindar, 

Plato and Euripides. If there was none, then the possibility that 

Hesiod made use of a knowledge of Orphism in his description of Hekate 

is far smaller. However, Guthrie5 believes that "there was a body of 

Orphic writings known to Plato, containing of course (and this cannot 

be too often emphasized) ingredients culled from here and there, but 

nevertheless an elaborate and in some degree sophisticated attempt to 

form a coherent picture of the divine ordering of the universe and the 

6 position and fate of man." I. M. Linforth in The Arts of Orpheus' 

suggests that some of the priests who administered the mysteries sought 

to give a rational explanation .to the rites they performed. They 

accordingly wrote poetical accounts of the myths on which the rites were 

based, and explained their significance on a broader, more speculative 

theological basis. They then assigned their poems to the authorship of 

Orpheus in order to give them the respectability of age. Thus, a body 

4Guthrie, Greeks and Gods~ p. 319: "The most persuasive argument 
for believing that their quotations from Orphic poems are in the main 
genuine (that is, the same in content as those which were already known 
to Plato) is that they seem to reflect the climate of thought of the 
sixth and fifth centuries B.C. rather than that of the writers who quote 
them, and who frequently have in their comments to twist the meaning in 
the illOSt unn~tural w'ays to make them fit their own philosophical outlook." 

5 Greeks and Gods, pp. 309-312. 

6Greel~. and~e..ds, p. 312. 
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of hieratic poetry dealing broadly with the same subject matter, that 

is, with myth,ritual and religion, began to accumulate under the 

same name, while the content of the poems was so varied within these 

subject titles that it could hardly be included in one religion. 

Linforth says that "The things associated with the name of Orpheus 

are so miscellaneous and so disparate that we cannot recognize a compre-

hensive and unified institution, however loosely organized, with creed, 

7 ritual, clergy, and adherents." Nevertheless, there is likely to have 

been some sort of body of writings attributed to the Orphics, and this 

possibility cannot be passed over lightly. 

Guthrie believes that this Orphic "religion" "belonged to the 

climate of thought of the sixth century,,8 and could not have existed 

much prior to this century. Thus, if an Orphic "religion" existed at 

all in Greece, it is not very likely that it was developed much before 

the sixth century B.C. This would make it impossible for Hesiod to have 

been influenced by such a "religion". Orpheus himself first appears 

for certain in Gre.ek art in the mid-sixth century on a sculptured 

metope from the Treasury of the Sicyonians at Delphi,9 and in literature, 

a fragment of a poem by Ibycus of Rhegium, who lived in the second half 

of the sixth century, includes the words 6vo~aMAuTdv 'Op~nv, quoted by 

P . . 10 rJ.scJ.an. The "religion", if one may call it that, arose most 

7The Arts of Orpheus, p. 291. 

8Guthrie, Greeks and Gods, p. 314. 

91. M. Linforth, The Arts of Orpheus, p. l.. 

laThe Arts of Orpheus, p. 3 • The adj ec tive ()VO~aMAuTo~ 
establishes the fact that Orpheus was a familiar figure before this 
time, but this was probably in his capacity as a musician and an 
Argonaut, as Linforth observes. 



probably either in Athens, the home of Onomacritus, or in southern 

Italy, but not in Thrace, the supposed native land of Orpheus. ll 

In the Orphic theogony, Phanes or Eros is born from a primal 

egg fashioned by Time out of aither, beginning the chain of births 

which symbolizes the forming of the universe. Phanes creates a whole 

world, a mythological representation of the central Orphic question, 

the prob lem of the One and the Many. 12 But Phanes is later s\vallowed 

with his entire creation by Zeus, who creates the present world. In 

this cosmogony, one part differs from Hesiod's Theogony and another 

resembles it. 

The birth of Phanes (Eros) from an egg is foreign to Hesiod. 

Yet an Eros with a similar creative stimulus appears in Hesiod at the 
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beginning of the Theogony. This force in Hesiod is primitive, however, 

and passive in nature. It is a kind of catalyst force, rather than an 

active demiurge like Phanes. 

The myth that the beginning of the world was from an egg is not 

limited to the Orphic conception of the creation. It occurs in India, 

Egypt and other civilizations. The earliest evidence for this conception 

of the earth's beginning, in Greece, comes from Aristophanes' Birds 

llGuthrie, Greeks and Gods, p. 314. 

l2Greeks and Gods., p. 316: "Sixth century 'religious and philo
sophic thought (as distinct from popular religion) was dominated by one 
central problem, the problem of the One and the Many. This appeared 
in two forms, one referring to the macrocosm, the other to the microcosm", 
that is, to the relation of the many organisms in the universe to the 
one primary element, and the relation of man to the divine. 
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(693 ff.) written in 414 B.C. Also, a Neoplatonist, Damaskios,13 

says that the world-egg was present also in a theogony written by 

Epimenides14 of Crete. 

Whether either of these two was influenced by the Orphic concep-

tion of the world-egg is the question to be considered. Aristophanes 

may have adapted Hesiod's Theogony to his own uses quite independently 

of the Orphic tradition. However Orphic writings were in circulation 

by the later fifth century, and it was likely that he knew of them. 

Epimenides was a worshipper of the Cretan Zeus, whose v70rship included 

mystical rites and was connected closely with Dionysus. 15 This does not 

mean that Epimenides was an Orphic, except in the broadest sense men

tioned by Linforth,16 that since Orpheus was considered to be the 

founder of mystery religions and their rites, all such rites and 

mysteries were in some sense Orphic. Only if he signed Orpheus' name 

to his writings would Epimenides be an Orphic, as far as Linforth is 

l3The references for Damaskios occur in E. Abel, Orphica, Leipzig, 
1885, p. 173, 1vhich was not available. See Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek 
Religion, p. 93 for the information used. 

14Epimenides was a somewhat miraculous fellOlv. Plato (Leg. 1. 642d) 
says that this ivorshipper of the Cretan Zeus was in Athens ca. 500 B. C. 
performing religious rites, while Aristotle and others date Epimenides 
at other times, as early as 600 B,C. Legend makes him extremely old, 
either 157 or 299 years. He is also supposed to have slept for 57 years, 
made excursions outside the body, and to have written a theogony, a 
Cretica and various mys tical works, none of 1vhich have survived. 
See O.C.D. 2nd ed., p. 399, ivhich cites H. Dicks, Fragmente der Vorsok
ratiker, 5th ed., Berlin, 1934, i,27-37 for further reference. 

15See J. E. Harrison Prolegomena to the study of Greek Religion, 
Cambridge, 1908, p. 479, who maintains that this means that it was an 
Orphic mystery a3 early as ~he fifth century. 

16Arts of OrEgeus, pp. 298-300. 
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concerned. W11ether he was influenced by Orphic writings that were 

present at the time is unknown, because our Orphic sources are late, 

but his version of the myth apparently differed from the later Orphic 

versions which may, but not necessarily does, suggest that it had a 

different source, perhaps Egypt. However, Epimenides is so surrounded 

by myth and legend, that any ,attempt to base theories on him is 

unlikely to be satisfactory~ 

Taking Linforth's conception of the term 'Orphic' applied to 

literature as meaning hieratic poetry on the broad topics of myth, 

religion and ritual, its eems likely tha t O'cphic writings exis ted in 

Greece fro1ll the sixth centl.lry B.C. and possibly earlier, but there is 

no evidence of their presence as early as Hesiod. The fact that Hesiod 

does not employ the world-egg myth in connection with his Eros sl:lggest 

tome that he was not influenced by the Orphics. It would seem rather, 

if anything, that the Orphics formed their conception of Phanes from 

Hesiod's Eros, not that Hesiod.was influenced by them. 

Also, there are tv70 creations in the Orphic theogony. While 

this is foreign to the thought of Hesiod, the way in which it is brought 

about is similar to, and perhaps taken from an episode in Hesiod, namely 

the swallowing of Metis by Zeus. These then are similarities which 

exist between the cosmogonies of Hesiod and the Orphics. Both Guthriel7 

17Greeks and Gods, p. 319: 
borrowed from Hesiod ...• " 

"Much of the theogonical material is 

Orpheus and Greek Re~ion, pp. 83-4. 
"The same gods appear, but are given new functions and new duties; actual 
lines and half-lines of Hesiod and Homer are inserted, but put to 
entirely new' uses .... " 
"The human interest with which the Orphic poem ends is entirely lacking 
in Hesiod, and his theogony is divorced from ideas of good and evil." 
" ••. the one could never be made the doctrinal basis of a religious life; 
the other both could be and in fact ~"as." 
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and West18 believe that the Hesiodic theogony is the more ancient of 

the two. 

Nilsson19 upholds the view that the Hekate episode in Resiod 

was influenced by Orphism. He also believes the passage to be an 

interpolation. He regards the universality of Hekate's provinces 

( ... , , , '-, -" , ) 20 
Ma~ yEpaS EV ya~~ TE MaL oupav~ nOE ~aAacrcr~' as a sign of the 

author's knowledge of Orphism. However, West contends that, although 

Hekate may be conceived to have possessed power in the regions of earth, 

sea and sky, this does not mean that she held universal pm'ler in the 

Orphic sense. In the Orphic conception of Hekate, she had universal 

power, as did all the gods in the Orphic scheme. 1'he theory was that 

"each of the Gods is in all, and all are in each~ being ineffably united 

to each other and the highest God, because each being a superessentia1 

. t h' . t . . h . h' . F •• " 21 unl y, t.elr conJunClon W1t 8acn ot er 1S a unlon o~ un1t1es. This 

is a highly speculative and philosophical conceptj~on of universality. 

18.!lesiod: TheogoN, p. 282. " •.. it is un1ikely that 'Orphism' 
yet existed. Even if it did, the individuality of its modes of thought 
must not be overrated. As for the Orphic idea of Hecate, although it 
includes universal power, in other respects nothing more dissimilar to 
the Hesiodic goddess can easily be imagined." 

19Geschichte dey griechischen Religion, 1,722. 

20Theogony, v. 427. 

21T. Taylor, The Mystical Hymns of Orpheus, P:. xxvii-xxviii. 
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Hesiod's Hekate had universal power only in a practical sense. That 

is, her duties of beneficent intermediary extended over the physical 

regions of the land, the sea and the sky, in which regions she operated 

with the consent of the other gods who ruled there 3 and under the 

auspices of Zeus. 

The Orphic conception of Hekate, she is represented, in particular, 

as a dread and revered figure of the underworld - ~uxat~ VEXUWV ~£Ta 

SaxXEuouaav. 22 The Orphic Argonautik~ describes her as an tOEtV OAO~V 

T£pa~,23 a three-headed monster with one horse's head, one snake's head 

and one bitch's head. She carries swords in both hands and rises directly 

from Hades. That this three--fold conception of Hekate is later than 

Hesiod's can be safely assumed because the three-fold form of Hekate 

does not occur before the fifth century,24 in extant art or literature. 

A different Orphic conception of Hekate, which more closely resembled 

Hesiod.' s goddess, may have exis ted prior to the time from which our 

extant sources date, but works. describing such a goddess have not survived. 

Therefore we have only the late, sjnister goddess described in the Orphic 

sources we possess on whom to base our knowledge. 

220rphic~1n to Hekate, v. 3. 

230rphic Argonautika, v. 976. This and the Orphic Hymns date 
from the late Roman Imperial period. 

24Kraus, Hekate, p. 62 f.; 
, , "" Pausanias 2.30, 2: AAxa~Evn~ OE,EVO~ 

OOXEtV, npwTo~ ayaA~aTa 'ExaTn~ TpCa 
, , " " " c:." ACl. -EnOLnaE npOa€XO~EVa aAAnAOL~, nv vnvaLOL 
xUAouaLV 'EnLnuPYLoCUV' 
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Older arguments for the Orphic influence on Hesiod in the Hekate 

passage can be seen in Heyne and Goettling,25 who maintain that the use 

twice of the unusual word, 110UvoYE';ns; (vv. 426,4 l f8) indicates an Orphic 

source, because the Orphic.s laid great emphasis on this attribute of 

the goddess. Yet this word is used in the Works and Days (v. 376) 

where its meaning is readily understandable, and need not suggest any-

thing other than that an only daughter might be in danger of losing her 

rights without protection from a brother, in the Hekate passage. 26 

It is more likely that the Orphics saw this word in Hesiod and chose 

to emphasize this particular aspect of Hekate, than the other way around. 

Kraus 27 notices rese.mblances between Hesiod and the Orphic 

Hymn to Hekate in certain epithets which occur in both, namely oupa,\)Co:;-, 

x.(1ovCOS;, IIEP0a,~o:;- and J{OUPOlPOqJOS;. But he asserts that these epithets 

are more likely to have been tcken from Hesiod by the Orphics, than 

the contrary. He sees Hesiod's goddess as more primitive and unadul-

terated than the Orphic Hekate. 

The Orphic Hekate developed in one particular direction especially, 

as regards her position and attributes (she was, of course, universal 

at the same time) and this was towards the chthonic underw·orld. 

Along the way, she acquired associations, with the crossroads, with the 

dead, with dogs, which do not occur in Resiod, but which are too i.mpor-

tant to have been suppressed, had they been of such importance when 

Hesiod was describing his goddess. 

Hesiod's goddess shows none of the signs of syncretism which 

25paley, Jlte ~pic_~oJ3esiod,. p. 218. 

26West , Hesi0~~heo&ony, p. 284. 

27Heka te., p. 59. 
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characterize tt.e Orphic deities, caused by their conception of 

-universality and unity. The Orphic Hekate is called Etvo6CllV, 

TPL06tTLV, &yaAAo~EvllV £Aa~oLaLv, TauponoAov,28 thereby establishing 

her connections with the chthonic deity of the crossroads and with 

Artemis, with whom she is frequently confused or equated after the 

fifth century. Hesiod in no ....,TaY connects her with either of these 

goddesses. 

Thus, while the Hekate of Orphic belief is a goddess of universal 

aspect, in that she is adulterated by syncretism with many other goddesses 

and incorporates their traits in her character, she reveals aspects of 

her character vlhich seem to have developed in Hekate during her rise in 

popularity in Greece in the fifth century and later. Hesiod's goddess, 

on the other hand, shows none of this syncretism, but resembles more 

closely the goddess of Asia Minor before she made her way to Greece. 29 

She is a separate unit,co~plete in herself and more primitive in 

function, whose universality cQnsists simply in the fact that her power 

is not limited by the physical boundaries of land, sea and sky. 

280rphic Hymn to Hekate, vv. 1,1,4,6. 
Kraus, Hekate, p. 60. 

29Kraus, Hekate, p. 60 f. 



CHAPTER II 

(viii) CONCLUSIONS TO CHAPTER II 

The conclusions reached regarding the passage on Hekate in 

the Theogony of Hesiod seem to indicate that the passage was more 

likely to have been genuine than interpolated. Modern scholars, like 

West and Kraus, have amply demonstrated that the language and style 

of the section do not condemn it; that it can be reasonably well fitted 

into the plot of the poem without appearing to have been inserted; 

that there is little reason to suppose that the passage was influenced 

by Orphism. The exploration of this piece of literature has also 

revealed that a cult of Hekate most probably did exis t in Boeotia at 

this time, and that Hesiod was probably a worshipper; that the sources 

Hesiod chose on which to base his Theogon..x. originated in the ancient 

Near East; and that the connections that Hekate had in later Greece 

with the moon and the underworld are not evident in this poem, and 

probably did not as yet exist. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE HEKATE OF THE HO:r:'1ERIC HYMN TO DEJ:'1ETER 

The other piece of literary evidence for Hekate which originates 

from before the fifth century B.C. in Greece is the Homeric Hymn to 

Demeter, a poem of uncertain authorship which was probably written by 

the beginning of the sixth century.l It consists of just under five 

hundred lines and recounts what is generally considered to have been 

the official version of the legend of Demeter and Persephone, as follow'ed 

by the cult of Demeter at Eleusis. 

2 Hekate appears in three places in the poem. From these few 

lines, short though the description of the goddess' character is, it 

is obvious that this picture of Hekate bears very little resemblance to 

Hesiod's goddess. The only similarities are that she has been given 

the same father, here referred to as ITEPactLos;,3 that she appears in a 

lH. G. Evelyn-Hhite, ed., Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns and Homerica,~ 
London, 1920, introduction p. xxxvi. This is because Iacchus is not 
mentioned; the cult of Dionysus became influential at Eleusis after this 
time. Triptolemos and Eumolpos, too, are still minor figures and the 
digamma is still in use. A. Lesky, !-listo~_Greek Literature~ p. 86: 
"If we assign it to the late seventh century we shall not go far ~vrong." 
J. Humbert, Homere: H~nes,Paris, 1967, says p. 39 that "L'Hymne a 
Demeter remonterait done aux dernieres ann~es de l'autonomie eleusinienne -
peu avant 610." 

2 v. 24 f.; v. 51 f.; v. 438 ff. 

3v • 24, ITEpaaCou ~uydTnp. 
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beneficltlnt: role, and that she has not yet revealed any signs of the 

harmful potential in her character. 

Here, hm-7ever, the similarity ends. Her role becomes quite 

clearly a subordinate one. No longer does she give the impression of 

a powerful goddess, responsible only to Zeus, possessing far reaching 

pmvers and a certain air of the "great mother" deity image. She is 

instead, a secondary figure of more limited function, a deity who walks 

before the great goddess (Demeter) bearing torches to light her path, 

like a faithful companion who accompanies her mistress on her long 

journey. This may in part be due to the fact that this ~n is cele-

brating Demeter, and therefore must subdue the greatness of the other 

goddesses involved. Nevertheless, the gymn links Hekate in a subordinate 

role with Demeter and Persephone, goddesses of fertility and the under-

world, and these connections remained as part of the image of Hekate 

from that time on. 

Hekate also begins, in. the Hymn to Demeter, to acquire some of 

the attributes and associations for which she is later familiar. She 

is described as going to meet Demeter carrying torches, and bringing 

her a report of what she has heard concerning the rape of Kore/Persephone: 

\ " , ,\ '" ,. 
~wv~s yap nHoua , a~ap 0UX L60v 0~6aApotaLv, 

4,l'V. 51-58. 
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The torch is perhaps the most frequent attribute of Hekate. 

In art, when she is represented as a single-formed goddess, she 

- 5 
generally carries t,vo torches, although this in itself is no sign that 

the torchbearer must be Hekate. Artemis, Demeter and Persephone are 

also represented as torchbearers. 

As well, the conception of "meeting" is one which is closely 

connected with this goddess in later times. She becomes the goddess 

of the crossroads, the one Vlho dwells at the place vlhere three roads 

6 " 7 meet and as such she was knmvn as £VOo CCl.V {J£OV. She is referred to 

by Sophocles as aVTCl.Cas; {JEoD,8 the goddess \o7ho meets. This adjective, 

aVTCl.COS;, stems from the same root as nVT£TO (avTaw) which appears in 

v. 51 of the Homeric Hymn to Demeter. 

Hekate in this guise develops into the much-feared evil spectre 

which one might meet on the lonely road at night,9 a demon ,vho wandered 

5S ee especially Mylonas, Eleusis, fig. 67 and p. 192. 

6Sophocles, fro 492N: 
u HAL £ OEGnOTCI. xCl.l nDp t£pov 
Tns; £LVOOCCl.S; 'ExaTns; EYYOS; 
T~ OL ' o~Ad~KOU nwAoDGCI. ~~pEL '" __ , ,t, , 
XCl.L yns; VCl.cOUG L£P~S; TPLOOOUS; 
GT£~Cl.VWGCl.l_dvn opu~t XCI.\ KAO(lOLS; 
w~wv Gn£{pCl.LGL OPCl.XOVTWV. 

7Sophocles, Antigone, vv. 1199-1200: 
, , , ---,-,- I , " 

KCl.L TOV ~EV, Cl.LTnGCl.VTES; EVOOLCl.V {J£OV 

TIAodTwVCI. T'6py~s; E~~EVELS; XCl.TCl.GXE{JELV 

8Sophocles, fro 311: 
T~V o~ &VTCI.~OV nEpL6LV~OVTCI. o~x 6pBTE 
XCl.l. o£'tPCl. n:poGnCl.COVTCI. aVTCl.CCtS; {JEoD 

9Euripides lon, v. 1048 ff.: 
I , ,--, <3.. 

ELVOOLCI. ~UYCl.TEP 6C1.~Cl.TpoS;, CI. TWV 
VUXTLnOA(IJV E:wo6wv avaCJGELS; 

" , I tI , 
XCl.L ]lE{JCI.~EPLWV oowaov oUO{JCl.VCl.TWV 
XpCl.TnpWV KAnpWjlCl.r ' ...• 
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about, in a dreadful aspect, surrounded by a pack of hounds and 

capable of inflicting madness and nightmares. 

Her role as a goddess who meets is witnessed by the representa-

tions of her in art in which she is rushing along with torches in her 

10 hands, as though she were hurrying to get somewhere or meet someone, 

perhaps as in the Hymn to D~ilete~,with some news or message to impart. 

11 
She is indeed later identified with "AYYEAor;; in Syracusan legend as 

also is Artemis. 

In the Hymn to Demeter Hekate's chthonic tendencies begin to 

become evident as well as her familiar lunar connections. Her role 

in this poem is centred around the fact that, while she was abiding 

in her cave, Hekate witnessed the rape of Persephone by hearing her 

screams for help. This role has led to the question of whether she 

was meant to be understood as a lenar deity, or as a chthonic one. 

12 There are good points for both arguments. 

As a lunar deity, Hekate would naturally be within her home 

resting during the day and thus would hear but not see the rape of 

Persephone. The fact that only she and Helios knew anything about the 

rape renders it likely that her position was somewhat similar to that 

of Helios. 

Whether a cave was generally regarded as the resting place of 

the moon is an unanswered question, ·as far as I· can·determine. ·The 

10Farnell, Cults II, p. 551, fig. xxxix,a, from Conze, Reise 
auf den Inseln d. thrakischen Meeres, Taf. 10.4. 

11 . 
Farnell, C~lts II, p. 517. 

l2Farneil and Kraus see her as chthonic in the Hymn to Deilleter, 
while others such as Allen, Sikes and Halliday in The Homeric Hymns, 
p. 134. assert that she was meant to be seen as a moon goddess. 
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theory which the Greeks held concerning the way in which the Sun spent 

his nights is an interesting one. 13 Concerned as to how the Sun managed 

to set in the west and rise the next morning in the east, they dete.rmined 

that he rested all night in a large cup, while floating in the stream of 

Ocean from west to east. Nothing much is offered, however, as an explana-

tion of the Moon's abode or activities during the daytime hours. This is 

perhaps because there was never much of a moon (or sun, for that matter) 

cult in Greece14 and references to the moon as a deity are incidental and 

few in number. 

However, the fact that her abode was a cave suggests that Hekate 

was acquiring chthonic attachments here. Torches might well indicate a 

lunar deity, but they are even more likely to be the attributes of a 

goddess who inhabits the underworld and needs them to light her path. 

In the Hymn to Demeter, Hekate is linked with Persephone at the end, by 

b . h . d" t 15 ecomlng er companlon an mlnlS er: 

• • 1 " ., " ." 16 EH TOU OL KpUKOAO~ HaL OKawv EKAET avaaaa. 

Persephone, in the course of the Hymn to Demeter has become the queen 

l3Athenaeus, 469 c, ff. 

14 See W. S. Fox, ed., Mythology of all Races, vol. I, Boston, . 
1916, p. 241, p. 244. 

15 
vv. 438-440. 

l6The use of the noun avaaaa as an epithet for Hekate in 
v. 440 may possibly be a reminder of her earlier role as a "great goddess", 
if the noun is used in its first meaning as the feminine of avCl.s = "queen". 
However, it might just as well mean "lady", as Homer used it. 
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of the underworld, the realm of the dead. Her close companion would 

most probably be a chthonic deity, linked also in some way with death. 

At the same time, it is still possible to see the lunar Hekate 

in association with Demeter and Persephone in their capacities as 

goddesses of vegetation, since the moon was considered to have great 

influence over the growth of crops and fertility in general. 

Thus both of these elements, the chthonic and the lunar, have 

legitimate claims to the character of Hekate in the Homeric Hymn to 

Demeter. It does not appear necessary to choose between either the 

chthonic or the lunar aspect, although some scholars feel a compulsion 

to do this,17 because in the later Hekate these two aspects always 

rest side by side, combining to form the more complex character of the 

goddess. Therefore, instead of choosing one of these elements as that 

through \\Thich the author of the Hymn to Demeter wished to portray the 

goddess, I submit that she is seen here for the first time in extant 

literature emerging as the chthonic lunar deity whose connections with 

the underworld and death, as well as with the eery aspects of the moon, 

later marred her reputation by associating her with magic and nocturnal 

evil-doings. 

These references in the Hymn to Demeter have, like the passage 

in Hesiod, been subject to the suspicion of being p'ropaganda for the new 

cult of Hekate in Greece. 13 There are various reasons for this belief. 

l7See note 12. 

l8Nilsson particularly strongly considers these Hymn to Demeter 
and Theogony'passage3 as additions to the body of the myths, designed 
to give a new goddess propaganda and, although he does not accuse the 
passages in the ~n _to Demeter. of actually being interpolated, he does 
say that they are forced into the story by the author: "Die Rolle Hekates 
wird hier stark hervo:r:gehoben, ist aber sozusagen an den Haaren herbeigezo
gen." Geschichte, p, 723. 
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As in the Theo~~, the sections on Hekate can be removed from the text 

without a detectable sign of their absence. Hekate herself performs 

no particular activity which adds to the story. She merely accompanies 

Demeter on the search. Even here she seems to fade out of the story 

after Helios divulges the name of Persephone's abductor, to reappear 

only when Persephone joins her mother on the earth's surface. The other 

goddesses address no words to her, although she speaks to Demeter and 

embraces Persephone on her return,19 Also, the fact that Hekate does 

not seem to give the report that she brings HaC pa ot aYYEAEouoa 

Eno~ cpaTo cpWvnOEV TE' ,20 has been a cause for objections. 

T. W. Allen,21 vlhile admitting that Hekate" s role in the ~n 

to Demeter is useless, thinks that the sections on her are a genuine 

part of the poem, but are strained because the poet was forced to 

include them, due to her official part in the myth, 'vhich was consecrated 

by the Eleusinian Mysteries. 22 

Allen's description of, Hekate draws her even farther a'vay from 

Hesiod's goddess. She loses all her dignity when he pictures her as 

"an officious, well-meaning nurse-like person, inefficacious, but eager 

19 v. 51 ff.; v. 438 ff. 

20v • 53. 

2lT• W. Allen. liThe Text of the Homeric Hymns 111" JHS, 1897, 
p. 45 ff. 

22Farnell, Cults III, p. 135, seems to suggest that the inclusion 
of Hekate, although unn~cessary, is genuine, but due to the poet's know
ledge of her in the Theogony. This must imply that, although not an 
interpolati~n like the Hesiodic passage in his estimation, it was 
nevertheless inserted sir.lply as propaganda. 
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to offer assistallce.,,23 As such, she gushes forth her report (that 

-she-heard Persephone's cry) in an attempt to find out more precise 

information from Demeter, thus reducing its effect as an important 

piece of news. 

Allen also believes that it would be unlikely that a sombre 

and dignified goddess such as Demeter would be put in a position 

where she must rely on such a lesser figure for advice. He supposes 

that after searching in vain for eight days, Demeter has one hope 

left - to visit Helios who sees all - and that while she is on her way 

there she is accosted by the enthusiastic Hekate. who then continues 

along with her on the remainder of the journey. 

This description accounts for the objections raised against 

the necessity of including Hekate in the !!;Lmn to Demeter. The concep-

tion of Hekate as a crone also occurs in the triad of Demeter with 

Persephone as maiden and Hekate as crone in the cult of Demeter at 

24 Lerna, as noted by Graves. This is, however, a conception of Hekate 

which occurs only rarely, as the Hekate of classical and post-classical 

times was not considered to have been either old or inefficacious. 

Whether, in fact, Hekate was meant to resemble a crone here is certainly 

debatable, since the representations of her in art in connection with 

this myth do not depict her as such. Nevertheless; if we are to believe 

Allen, her character in the !!'ymn to Demeter is definitely crone-like. 

23T• W. Allen, "Text III", p. 53. 

24Robert Graves, Greek Hyths, 117.1. 
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Whether indeed the references to Hekate were or were not added 

~to -the original content of the myth in the Hymn to Demeter, the figure 

of the goddess which emerges from this piece of literature is very 

different from Hesiod's goddess. She has become recognizable as a 

chthonic deity possessing lunar attractions and a suggestion of her 

later position as a goddess of the dead and of those evil elements 

which hover about the realm of the dead. 

Her position as the companion and minister to Persephone and 

perhaps also as a companion to Demeter, as Allen sees her, indicates that 

the function of xoupoTp6~os which Hesiod allots to her - a~XE 6~ ~~V 

Kpov(6ns xouPoTp6~ov25 - is reflected in the Hymn to Demeter. 

The interval betVleen the \vTiting . of the Hesiodic passage and 

the sections in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter must have seen significant 

changes in the character of Hekate as she became more adapted to the 

_needs of her Greek worshippers. The Hesiodic passage must have been 

composed fairly soon after the goddess entered Greece, at a time when 

she still resembled closely the Asian Hekate, a "great goddess" w'ith wide

ranging powers and a concern with fertility and the raising of children. 26 

In Greece, her role became less universal and she lost her 

capacity as a "great goddess" figure, as there already existed such a 

figure in Demeter. Because Greece possessed an abundance of chthonic 

and fertility divinities, Hekate's role in this area became specialized. 

She developed into a goddess of the dead, of ghosts, and she began also 

25Hesiod, Theogony, v. 450. 

26M• P. Nilsson, "RevievJ of T. Kraus' Hekate", !>-JA, vol. 65, 
p. 78, does not consider that the evidence is strong enough to support 
the supposition that Hekate was a "great goddess" figure in Asia Ninor. 
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to acquire connections with the moon. 27 These probably arose during 

the period when the Hymn to Demeter was written, since there is no 

allusion to this aspect of Hekate earlier than this piece of writing. 

As a result, she developed an eery aspect which was augmented by tales 

of her night-wanderings in the company of her dead subjects, and which 

led to her ultimate role as the goddess of black magic and its attendant 

evils. 

28 Kraus warns against overemphasizing the developments which 

occurred during the period bet'·men the The?.80~ and the Hymn to Demeter, 

because he considers that there is not enough evidence to back up any 

theory of a path of progress for Hekate that one might attempt to work 

out. 

I do not think that it is overemphasizing to suggest that a 

development. does occur here, for upon examining the poems one can see 

a possible line of change that takes place from one poem to the other. 

For, while the goddess still h~s the same parent, Perses, in the Hymn 

to Demeter, and still performs a beneficent role with the hint of the 

evil tendencies she later acquired, her role changes from that of a 

"great goddess" (of which a trace may still be seen in the application 

to her of the epithet avaaaa (v. 440)) to a more subordinate position, 

which links her, at the end of the poem, specifically 'vith Persephone, 

27Contrary to the condition of chthonic deities in Greece, the 
moon had a particularly weak representation in the figure of Selene, 
which Heka.te, in superseding her, strengthened. 

28 T. Kraus, Hekate, p. 6Lf • He approvingly cites H. J. Rose, 
A Handbook Of Greek Hythology, 6th ed., London, 1958, p. 121, who says 
that it is possible to conclude that the earlier and later descriptions 
of Hekate are in fact those of t1;vO separate divinities, the older 
Asian type "great goddess" figure of Hekate, and a ne,ver goddess adapted 
to Hellenic needs, a chthonic deity with lunar attachments. 
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the newly-made queen of the underworld. This indicates a connection 

for Rekate with the chthonic world and the dead. Also, her lunar 

associations make their appearance here, in the similarity of her part, 

in the beginning of the poem, with that of Relios. In addition, the 

conception of Rekate as a goddess who meets is first encountered here. 

Thus, while still retaining a few of the characteristics of 

her former greater role, she is beginning to find her own place in the 

Greek pantheon, and she is innocently acquiring new associations which 

later will change her into the sinister figure she became. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the evidence that has been collected it appears that 

until the fifth century Hekate was a benevolent goddess in Greece 

as well as in Asia Minor, where she remained so for a longer time. 

It was after this period that she became associated with the dead 

and the night, the forces of evil and witchcraft. And yet there does 

appear to be a development toward this from the Hekate of the Theogony' 

to the goddess of the Homeri~n to Demeter. 

Hekate probably came to Greece from Asia Minor, untainted by 

sinister characteris tics, SO!l1e time before the Theogony ,.,as composed, 

whether before or after the Trojan War being unknown. Her character 

in the Theogony, while not quite that of a Ilgreat goddess", neverthe

less is closer to that role than ever again in Greece, ,.,here she is 

generally subordinated to another deity. This seems to indicate a 

rather recent arrival from Asia Hinor (if not recent, then that she 

had not developed much yet in Greece) . 

In the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, more than a century later, 

Hekate is a different individual, far less impressive and far more 

subordinate. She has begun to reveal attractions toward the moon and 

the undenvorld, carrying torches and living in a cave. Her character 

is more defined. One can visualize her far more clearly, and in so 

doing, can limit her more easily. 
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From that time on she is identified by her role as a chthonic 

moon goddess, inhabiting the dark roads, especially the crossroads, 

at night, accompanied by her hounds or her ghostly followers. 

The change was beginning before the fifth century. The fact 

that she spread so fa.r from her native land may in some way have con

tributed to it, for she was worshipped among many different peoples 

and in many different aspects. Her associations with other deities 

may also have helped to cause this change in· her, as, for instance, 

her identification with Artemis doubtless contributed to her attraction 

to the moon. However, I think it may be said with some certainty that 

before the fifth century in Greece Hekate was a benevolent goddess as 

far as the evidence reveals her. 



APPENDIX A 

The inscriptional evidence used in this chapter is collected 

here with the approximate dates of the inscriptions, where possible. 

Other inscriptions consulted in preparation for this discussion can 

be found in Farnell, Cults II, pp. 596-602. 

, " , 1: , , " Pausanias 1.43.1: O~OC'l. OE HGI.OuOV nOl.TlGC'l.VTC'I. EV KC'l.TC'l.l\oY4) YUVC'l.l.XWV 
'I~l.yEVEl.C'l.V oux ano~C'l.v~1v, yvw~Q OE ·ApTE~l.oO~ 'EXaTTlV ElvC'l.l.. 

'(if composed by Hesiod, from the 
eighth century B.C.) 

Herodotus IV,103: TouTwv TC'l.upol. ~tv v6'~OWl. TOl.o1Gl.OE XpEWVTC'l.l.· 
~UOUGl. ~~V Tn rrC'l.p~EVW TOU~ TE vaUTlYou~ XC'I.\ TOU~ ~V AaSWGl. 
t., ,f , " "...... ' '"' , EAATlVWV EnC'l.VC'l.X~EVTE~ Tporr~ TOl.~OE •••• TTlV OE OC'l.l.~OVC'I. TC'l.UTTlV 
-, , ,.... - , , \ 'A' ., TTl ~UOUGl. AEyoUGl. C'l.UTOl. TC'l.upol. I~l.YEvEl.av TTlV yC'l.~E~VOVO~ E~VC'l.l.. 

• (fifth century B.C.) 

(ca.150 A.D.) 

Et. Mag. 214.16, s.v. Bpl.,O~apH~. 
Kal NEaV~Tl~ €V T~ np~T~ nEpL TEAETWV ~TlGL XPTlG~OV ~l.L OO~nVC'l.l. OTl. 
€X Tn~ ~~TPC'I.~ Tn~ 'EX&Tn~ YEVVW~EVO~, ~ETC'l.GT~GEl. Tn~ SC'l.Gl.AE(C'I.~ 

J , ~ ~c:..' - t"" ",.,. '\ ,.,. C'l.UTOV. rEVVTl~El.GTlS uE TTl~ EXC'l.TTl~, TC'I.~ Gu~nC'l.pOUGC'I.~ XOpC'I.~ TTl I\EX0l. 
aVC'l.SOnGC'l.l., BpCTOV, TOUTEGTl.V aya~ov. rrC'l.p~ ToDTO O~- Tb €nC~~~y~C'I. 
" ,. , 
WVOpC'l.0~C'l.l. TTlV ~EOV. 

schol. Aristophanes, Peace (421 B.C.), v. 277: 
,- ," - , ., , '" ( ') EV Tn EC'I.~O~pC'l.HQ TC'I. TWV KOPUSC'l.VTWV nv ~UGTTlPl.C'I. HC'l.1. TC'I. 

I I I 

Eustathius, Hom. ·Od.: p. 1714.41: 
, ~ ,-' ( , '''1\. ' ,..., 

KC'l.I\AL~axo~ oov EV UKOPVTl~C'l.Gl. Tn\) npTE~LV Enl.~EVW~TlVaL ~TlGl.V 

'E~Ecr~ uL0 KaU0TPOU, €HSC'l.AAO~€VTjV OE uno TnSYUVC'l.l.XO~, TO ~tv npWTOV 
PETC'l.BC'l.AETv ~~T~V EL~ xdVC'l. 7 EfT" C'I.~~L~ €AE~daGaV anOHC'l.TC'l.GTnGC'l.l. Er~ 
" .",',' ...., J""" __ , " C'l.v&pwnov xaL C'l.UTTjV PEV C'l.LGXUVSELGC'l.V ERL T~ GUUSESTlHOTL C'l.rrC'l.y~C'l.G~C'l.L, 

'dw ot ~t:OV REPl.&E1GC'l.V C'l.tnQ TOV O~}(Et:OV XOGUOV 'ExaTf)v QVoflaGC'l.l.. 
(third century B.C.) 



C.I.G.27l5: , - A' ," , TWV ~EYLaTWV ~EWV DLO~ ToD rraVn~EpLOU XaL Exa'n~. 

(? first century A.D.) 

C. I.G. 2720: 
tEpsa ToD nav[a~apCou !1L6~] xaL 'ExaTn~ Tn~ o~oo~opou. 

E. L. Hicks, "Inscriptions from Eastern Cilicia", J.H.S., 1890, 
pp. 236-254. See p. 252: 
EtTE EEAnvaCnv, EtT' »ApTE~Lv, EtTE as, oatpov rrup~opov, ~v TPLOO~ 
rnv aESopEa~' 'ExaTnv. 

(second century A.D.) 
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I.G., ins. 1, no. 914: 
E~apEvo~ tEpa EWTdpa TOVOE av [€~nxa] T~P n (vaxa Ev [ril XCV ·.pwaq>opcv 'Evvoo rca] . 

I,. \ 

(not later than the third century B. C.) 

Pliny, !1.:..g,., 36. 32: 
Menestrati Ephesi Hekate in templo Dianae post aedem. 

(first century A.D.) 

C.I.G.2796: 
'ExaTll np6noAL~. 

Berlin Antiquarium T.C.7729: 
AlrON ANE8EKEN SEKATEI. 

I.G. ins.l., no. 958: 
!1Lo~ 'Exchn[s;]. 

Milet III 153 A66.4l: 

EO-&plX~ ..... 
• . AEwoapa~ 
'Ovai;o' npuT[a] 

~ , 
VEUOVTE~ a-
v€-&wav rn 
xaTllL 

Bull. de Carr. Hell.1880, p. 337: 
TIpLanLov xal 'EXaT€OU avAri. 

(third century B.C.) 

(sixth century B.C.) 

(Hellenis tic) 

(sixth century B. C.) 

(second or third century A.D.) 



.APPENDIX B 

A summary of the various succession myths referred to, and a 

discussion of the coinciding incidents, would seem to be advantageous 

here in order to point to a possible T,'lay in which the Hesiodic concep-

tion of Hekate could have travelled from Asia Minor to Greece in 

Mycenaean times, as did the Near Eastern versions of the myth of the 

creation of the world. Therefore, I shall begin with a table in which 

I shall describe the bloodlines of the ruling deities of the four 

mythologies we are considering. Thus: 

GREEK BABYLONIAN HITTITE 

...... Apsu & Tiamat Alalu 

1 
jt ~ • e •• Lahma & Lahamu 

Anshar & Kishar 
1 ...... 

Ouranos Anu Anu' 

Kronos Ea [Enlil] 2 Kumarbi 

Zeus Marduk l'eEl'ub 

PHOENICIAl.'T 

Eliun (Hypsis tos) 

........ 

Epigeios & Ge 

El 

2 Baal [Demarus] 

Ouranos may be equated with the gods Anu, Anu, and Epigeios; 

Kror..os with Ea, Kumarbi and El. 3 Zeus, Marduk and the Hittite weather 

lThese two pairs of deities appear between. Apsu and Anu but 
are hardly more than names in the succession myth. Succession passes 
from Apsu to Ea in this legend. 

2Square brackets indicate a separate deity who may also be 
equated with the Greek counterpart. 

3Anu , Anu and Epigeios (called Ouranos by Philo) are all sky 
gods. Eo.' s role parallels Kronos' in several events of the Enuma Elig' 
and in Philo of Byblos (see p. 1+) equates El with Kronos. There is 
also a Hurrian text at Ras Shamra (H. G. GUterbock, "The Hittite Version 
of the Hurrian Kumarbi Myths", A~lerican Journal of Archaeology, vol. LII, 
19 l18, p. 133) that contains the double name El-Kumarbi, thus connecting 
all four gods. 
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v god (Tesub) are parallel, but the Phoenician Demarus is questionable. 

4 West refers to him as Zeus-Demarus but he is not the king of the gods, 

nor is he the son of El-Kronos. H. G. Gliterbock5 suggests that Baal 

succeeds El and corresponds to the Greek Zeus. 6 

The story of the castration of Ouranos by Kronos has a direct 

parallel in the Hittite and Phoenician myths; and in the Babylonian 

story an event takes place that serves the same purpose of depriving 

the ruling divinity of his strength. Ea strips Apsu, the primal father 

and king of the gods (but not Ea's father), of his royal insignia, 

kills him, and succeeds to the position of ruler of the gods. 

Tiamat and Gaia, the two primal mothers, show not only certain 

similarities but also some very dissimilar characteristics. Both the 

Babylonian Tiamat and the Greek Gaia bore children whom they retained 

within themselves. Their spouses hated and plotted against the children, 

but were unsuccessful~ due to the intervention of the bravest son in 

each case - Ea, the wise god gnd Kronos, the cunning god. 

However, although Tiamat may 'be compared to Gaia in this early 

part of the myth, her role diverges from Gaia's later on. She becomes 

4Hesiod: Theogony, pp. 2S-6. 

SSee IIHittite Versionll
, pp. 123-34. 

611In the Semitic poems of Ras Shamra, El is the old ruler, 
while Baal is allowed to build a palace of his own and therefore may 
be considered as Ells successor. Baal, then, would correspond to 
Tesub and Zeus. 1I Gliterbock, "Hittite Versionll

, p. 133. 
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the force, parallel to the Titans in the Theogony, against which 

l1arduk must fight in order to ,vin the sovereignty over the gods. 

Marduk kills her and subdues her followers, and from her carcass he 

creates heaven and earth. 

Gaia, on the other hand, is represented as a wise and good 

power ,,7ho is always on the side of those who rebel against tyranny. 

However, the only one minor inconsistency in this picture, the fact 

that she is the mother of the not-so-minor monster Typhoeus, West sees 

as a result of this ancient link with the Babylonian myth and the part 

played by Tiamat in the Enuma Eli~.7 

GUterbock points out the similarity between the Typhoeus 

episode and the Hittite Song of Ullikummi. In the Hittite myth 

Kumarbi, the ex-ruler of the gods, attempts to regain power from the 

weather god·, called Tesub in the Hurrian tongue, by sending against 

him a huge stone monster called Ullikummi. 

At the same time, one can compare the fact that the weather 

god at first could not overcome the monster and was forced to resort 

to seeking the help of Ea, who lived underground, to the episode in the 

Titanomachy ."here Zeus must obtain the aid of the Hekatoncheiroi before 

he can subdue. the Titans. However, GUterbock suggests that a battle 

similar to the Titanomachy must have taken place when the weather god 

was depriving Kumarbi of his position as king of the gods, and that 

such a battle is even hinted at in references ivhich occur in the Song 

of Ullikununi to the "former gods" uIlo live in a remote place. 8 

7B~8iod: Theogony, p. 24. 

8 If.. ." GUterbock, Hlttlte VerSlon , p. 131 f. 
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Thus an event from one episode in the myth has probably been transported 

to another, as frequently happens when a story is preserved for a long 

period of time by means of an oral tradition. 

The oriental sources are themselves interlinked, as can be 

observed from the presence of various Sumerian and Akkadian deities in 

9 
Hittite mythology, for example, Alalu, Anu, Ea and Enlil. Enlil is 

often, but not always, equated with Kumarbi, although he is distinct 

from Ea. Both Ea and Enlil appear in the Hittite Song of Ullikummi, 

yet Enlil is not mentioned in the Enuma Eli~, even though he was the 

Sumerian king of the gods in the third millenium B.C. and only lost 

his position in the early second millenium with the advent of the first 

Semitic dynasty, when Harduk, the local Babylonian deity, was elevated 

to the highest place among the gods. lO Enlil was one of a trio of 

gods - Anu, Enlil and Ea - whom Marduk placed in charge of parts of 

the new world he had created after defeating Tiamat - the sky, the 

earth and the sea. Thus these gods can be compared to the three Greek 

gods of the elements - Zeus, Hades and Poseidon. However, there are 

several differences. Harduk remains outside and above this trio, 

whereas Zeus is the sky ruler. Hades' realm is the underworld) whereas 

Enlil's is the earth's surface. 

The Phoenician myths which come to us through the writings of 

Philo of Byblos (A.D. 6LI-lL10) are also linked to the other sources. 

9Gliterbock, "Hittite Version", p. 132, note 52 says: 
"One has to distinguish bebveen Sumerian and Akkadian names used as 
ideograms for HU1:rian or Hittite gods.,. and real Babylonian names. 
The fact that the names mentioned above are spelled out and in Hittite: 
A-la-1u-us, A-nu-us, El-1i-i1-1u-us, A--a-as, shaHs that they are of 
the second type." 

10Gtiterbock, "Hittite Version!!, p. 132. 
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Philo's ancient source was reputed to belong to the era of the Trojan 

--War,ll at which time the Phoenicians not only had a written mythology, 

but also had access to the legends of the Hurrians, as can be seen 

from the fact that Hurrian texts of this period were discovered at 

Ras Shamra (Ugarit), and from strong similarities in the two mythologies: 

There are four generations .... There is no primeval 

mother to match Tiamat and Gaia. The first king is 

a nonentity; the memorable deeds which characterize 

the story are all done by his successors. There is 

no provocation of the old king by tumultous children. 

The fourth king is the son of the second, not of the 

12 third, who merely acts as a foster-pare.nt. 

Thus the Babylonian legend is the oldest and most original creation 

myth (dating from the third mil1enium B.C.); the Hittite/Hurrian myth 

shows links with it, and again there is evidence that the Hurrian litera-

ture was known by the Phoenicians. The Phoenicians, being a vast trading 

nation, had links throughout the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, including 

Crete and Mycenaean Greece, until the time of the Trojan War. Thus a 

pathway for the transmission of these mythologies exists between the 

Near East and Greece prior to the Trojan War. 

I1p11.ilo's stated source vlaS a IIlan called Sanchuniathon, lilho, 
according to Philo, lived before the Trojan War and wrote dmvn the 
contents of the sacred writings of Taautos. 

l2West , Hesiod: Theogony, p. 27. ------------
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